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PREFACE.

The following remarks on Education are in-

tended to be suggestive rather than didactic

;

to establish principles, that is, rather than lay

down any particular system, or shew, by

examples, the feasibility of any system. For

as human beings are continually undergoing

changes from within, and are influenced, from

without, by the accidents of birth and fortune,

it is obvious that no one system can be

devised for all subjects or all conditions.

But as Education, like medicine, is an uni-

versal requirement, and must be undertaken

even w'hen its accessory means are defective

or ungenial, the purport of this inquiry is to
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shew how best, under all circumstances, to

make it conducive to the improvement of
j

i

individuals and the welfare of society.
j

The first chapter of the Essay is devoted to
|

the consideration of the natural endowments
j

1

of human beings
;

and this preliminary in- •

quiry, by indicating the faculties and pro- i

pensities on which Education has to act, may
i

tend to show the true basis on which it must I

rest. The second contains brief summaries i

of the systems of some of the most celebrated !

writers of ancient and modern times, which i

may well serve as commentaries upon our !

present systems and opinions. And the third i

is intended to explain the method, by which, j

under all circumstances. Education, in its j

fullest and truest sense, may be made to i

minister to the moral good and intellectual i

improvement of the individual.
i

1
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AN ESSAY,
ETC.

CHAPTER I.

The term Education, (') in its strict sense,

means rearing or bringing up, and, in its appli-

cation, should imply rather the formation of

the habits and manners of the young, than

imparting instruction, which is its usual ac-

ceptation. It is, in fact, synonymous with

trainings and, as such, should signify the

method to be adopted for inculcating an ha-

bitual inclination to what is truthful and good,

and so ensuring, humanly speaking, the right

(^) See Notes at end.

B
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employment of knowledge in after-life. And

it would be well if the term were restricted to

this sense and another term adopted for that

other Education, the office of which is to im-

part what is called learning; since learning

may be largely acquired, without any genial

influence upon the heart or understanding.

Owing to this want of precision in the em-

ployment of the terms, it is generally assumed

that every one is well educated who is versed

in literature or science, although the opinions

and even the conduct may shew, in an un-

disciplined judgment and want of self-control,

that the first Education or the training had

been defective or neglected. It may then be

maintained, since words will always influence

opinions, that the Education, which forms the

habits and disciplines the inclinations, ought

to be distinguished from that which imparts

learning, but which cannot, with the learning.
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give also the capacity for its right employ-

ment. For as the end of all knowledge is to

make us wiser and better, he only can he

accounted well educated, who, by his habits

and inclinations, knows how to render what

he knows, be it much or little, conducive to

his moral as well as his intellectual improve-

ment.

Be the value of the term, however, what it

may, the subject of Education cannot but

engage the attention of every thoughtful mind,

since its influences, for good or ill, (^) are

more extensive and enduring than any which

are derived from other sources. And yet,

notwithstanding its own vast importance and

the attention given to it by writers of every

age, opinions are still unsettled, whether it

should be public or private, theoretical or

practical ; and still more so, when the question

is, how it shall be modifled to meet the mani-
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fold conditions of social life. For it may be

said of the most carefully devised systems,

that, by their costly requirements and pro-

tracted course of study, being applicable only

to the affluent, they, virtually, lose sight of

the many, who are, it might he urged, still

more in need of direction.

As, however, the human being, rich or

poor, is still the material upon which Educa-

tion is to act, and as that being is endowed

with faculties which are gradually developed,

it may be assumed that every age and every

condition of life may have its own particular

system, which shall be applicable to its cir-

cumstances and sufflcient for its wants. Thus,

it behoves us, before proceeding further, to

investigate the nature of those faculties, and

trace the changes through which they pass in

early life, since those changes, with the ob-

vious dilFerences of station and fortune, form
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the conditions to which all Education, if it is

to work good, must be made to conform. But

most writers have been intent rather upon

what they have deemed it desirable to be

taught and learnt than what the being, for

whom their code of instruction was intended,

may be capable of acquiring ; and, by so doing,

they seem to assume that learning depends upon

the method of teaching which may be adopted

or the teacher who may be selected. By re-

versing this view of Education, however, and

looking to the nature and capability of the

being to be acted upon, a common ground

may be secured, on which may meet the

opinions of all, who, looking truthfully at the

subject, aim only at what is practicable, and,

if realized, convertible to the real good of the

individual.

The first step towards arriving at a correct

judgment upon Education, is to determine
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whether our faculties and propensities are

innate, and, if innate, whether they are allotted
|

definitely and individually—whether, that is,
j

j

we are all born, each in his own degree, with
|

those characteristics of our nature, or whether
j

i

we are indebted for all that we can become to

the agency of the senses, together with the

instruction which may be imparted or acquired.

For if the several faculties and propensities,

although dormant, are present with the infant,

and wait but for their development to make the

individual a responsible agent, it is. evident

that the system suited to this dogma should

differ from that to be adopted, if the mind at

birth be, as Locke maintains, a “ yet empty

cabinet”, or, to use Aristotle’s* words, “ a

tablet, on which nothing has been inscribed”.

The former opinion, in fact, assumes that the

individual is born with specific and deter-

De Anima, iii, 4-11.
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minate although modifiable powers; while the

latter, on the contrary, holds that human

beings, being constituted alike, are dependent

for mental and moral knowledge upon impres-

sions from without, together with the accidents

of birth, fortune, training, and tuition. Thus,

the one dogma assigns to Education the im-

portant and perhaps more difficult part of

watching over, directing, and controlling the

faculties and propensities during their develop-

ment, while the other makes it responsible for

all intellectual and moral knowledge.

It will be readily admitted that sentient

perceptions and corporeal agencies are innate

without conceding the same condition to the

mental faculties and sentiments ; and yet the

observation of life from infancy may shew,

that the adult, however wide the interval, is

but the development of that first stage of

existence. For it is open to observation that
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the first manifestations of sensibility in in-

fancy are soon succeeded by signs of internal

consciousness, as shown by desire and impa-

tience, pleasure and pain ; and that, as time

passes, the child is seen to discern more and

more accurately the relations of things, to

distinguish more and more clearly sounds, and,

gradually, to acquire a clearer sense of the

value of words in the acquisition of the mother

tongue. And, thus, the development of the

propensities sentiments and faculties may be

traced in an uninterrupted course of progress,

from birth to puberty, and, thence, to manhood.

Although this view of the growth of intel-

ligence, from the first glimpse of consciousness,

by internal development, assumes that all our

mental and corporeal powers are innate, it is

by no means identical with the doctrine

rightly impugned by Locke,* “ that there are

* Innate Notions, ch. ii.
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in the understanding certain innate principles,

some primary notions [kolvoX evvoiai) stamped

upon the mind of man, which the soul receives

in its first being, and brings into the world

with it.” For while the theory of develop-

ment holds that the faculties and propensities

are innate, it does not admit of any pre-existing

idea notion or generalization, excepting in

potentiality^ (^) from which, hy experience and

reflection, it is subsequently to be evolved and

converted into reality. Now, a development,

somewhat analogous to this, may be traced in

the corporeal frame, since the cartilaginous

skeleton and soft powerless fibre of the infant

contain within them the capability of acquir-

ing the firmness and vigour of the adult. And

just as the yet delicate and flexible bones and

feeble muscles require due care and nourish-

ment for their growth, solidity and strength,

so do the faculties and propensities, for their
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development, need the co-operation of the

senses, the influences of association, and the

pabulum, that is the tuition, of experience.

Thus, Locke was right in denying “ the

presence, at birth, of innate principles, primary

notions, or ideas of colour” ; but he was wrong

in refusing to the mind that capability of

development, which he could not but admit

for the body ; and wrong too in regarding the

senses, not as auxiliaries for, but as the only

sources of knowledge. Although his Essay

teems with proofs that he had traced the

several links of the chain which connects

infancy with the adult, yet, overlooking the

law of development, he was led in some way

to regard the first conditions of existence as

fixed and final states of being, and thence

to argue against innate principles, because

“ children and idiots have not the least appre-

hension or thought of them.” But it had
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escaped him that children might be instances

of undeveloped, as idiots are of deficient

faculties ; and, had he but compared these

with adult and healthy understandings, he

could scarcely have failed to perceive that the

faculties are innate, because they are here

seen to be dependent upon the organism of

the brain. Idiots, in fact, are to those who

are normally constituted, what a dwarfed or

feeble is to a robust and vigorous frame ; while,

to maniacs, they are what a mutilated body,

physically, is to one, which, although dis-

tempered, is full grown and active. By re-

jecting innate powers, and overlooking the

plastic operations of nature, he was driven,

against observation, “ to regard the senses as

the only portals of knowledge, as the inlets

which first let in particular ideas and furnish

the yet empty cabinet and to maintain that,

^ On the Human Understanding, 2nd Book, ch. ii.
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as the mind gradually grows familiar with

some of them, they are “ lodged in the memory,

and names got to them ; that the mind, pro-

ceedingfurther, abstracts them, and,by degrees,

learns the use of general names.”

Besides intellectual faculties, human beings

are endowed with passions and emotions,

which, obviously, are innate, because they

emanate from, or at least are intimately con-

nected with, the internal organs of the body,

and are more or less dominant as the organs

are more or less active. But as the secretions,

or, in other words, the humours or fluids of

those organs, besides the important part

assigned to them in the animal economy,

exercise a sensible influence over tempers and

dispositions, they early engaged the attention

of physicians and physiologists, who were led,

eventually, by regarding them as the sources

of health and the causes of disorder, to the
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doctrine of the Humoral Pathology. (^) For

those humours were assumed to be elementary

parts of the body, and it was held that, as

health consists in their due relation, disorder

arises so soon as this balance is disturbed by

any one of them being either in excess or

deficient. It was further maintained, that

each of the humours has its own influences, as

well upon the disorder which it may occasion,

as upon the temper and disposition which it

can disturb, without apparently disturbing the

bodily health. The exact balance of the

humours is an ideal, rather than a substantive

condition, since few are at any time, strictly

speaking, in health, as few are at any time,

absolutely good
;
but fewer still are they, who,

amid the varied concerns of life, remain un-

affected by those vital processes, which mani-

fest themselves, continually, in transient lights

and shadows, without leaving a trace of their

passage on the memory.
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This hypothetical doctrine of the humours,

however, was, by the advance of science and

more accurate acquaintance with the tissues of

the body, and their relations and sympathies,

merged in the abiding theory of the tem-

peraments, which refers to the internal organs

what had been attributed to their secretions or

humours. For the predominance of any one

system of organs modifies the whole economy,

since each exerts over the intellectual and

moral faculties an influence, not less exten-

sive than that which is palpable through all

the corporeal relations ; and this predomi-

nance, which is at once both cause and es-

sence, is the temperament. Thus, individuals

are characterized according as the nervous

or serous, the sanguineous or bilious diathesis

may prevail,—are naturally disposed, that is,

to be energetic and irritable, or slow and

impassive
;

to be daring, hopeful, and pas-

sionate, or cautious, melancholic, and envious.
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And as an exact relation between the systems of

organs may no more be looked for, in this state

of being, than perfection in any other part of

our mental or physical constitution, individuals

must remain for ever subject, each in his own

way, to temperamental vicissitudes and in-

fluences. For every human being has his own

mode of existence, as personifled in form, com-

plexion, voice, gait, manner, temper, and which,

however closely it may resemble that of an-

other, still constitutes an individuality.

It is unnecessary to enter upon any

lengthened proof to shew that the internal

organs do exercise prevailing influences over,

and give a deflnite tone to the temper and man-

ner of each of us, since the facts are too patent

to escape the most unobserving. We all are

conscious, often painfully so, of the immediate

agency of anger upon the heart and circulation,

Avithout being aAvare of its seat or origin ; and
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SO too we are conscious of the sudden de-

pression caused by fear, and of the manifold

sympathies of our mortal nature with hope

deferred, with sorrow or anxiety. Besides

these, the physiologist may point to those

involuntary gestures, which are only the

mute expressions of our innate faculties and

emotions, and shew that, whenever we wish to

indicate intellectual powers, the hand is

carried involuntarily to the head, just as it is

laid upon the heart whenever we wish to ex-

press sentiments or passions. These mimic

representatives of mind and body, of thought

and passion, are so natural and intuitive, that

an actor * who should confound them would,

assuredly, incur immediate ridicule, although

the audience might not be fully sensible, at

the time, of the cause of the incongruity.

This is hut a faint outline of that most

Bicliat, Recherches Physiologiques.
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important doctrine, but it may furnish sugges-

tions for tracing the prevailing features of the

youthful character while yet in course of

formation, and for perceiving how best to

direct the passions and sentiments to their

proper purposes. The wider influences of

these organs and their functions upon health

and disorder, youth and age, life and death,

come, of course, under other topics, and can

be studied and judged of only by the casuist,

the physician, and the physiologist.

In addition to intellectual faculties and the

endowments just alluded to. Education has to

deal with what is usually termed “ quickness

and slowness of parts”, and which, whether

dependent on mental or corporeal conditions,

is a characteristic property, and, by facilitating

or retarding advancement in learning, consti-

,tutes an individual distinction. So that, if

what has been advanced be supported by

c
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observation and consistent with physiology,

human beings are individually distinguished,

not only by intellectual faculties and emotional

tendencies, but also by degrees of readiness in

recollecting, observing, and comparing, that is,

in acquiring knowledge and forming sound

opinions. And as a progression has been

traced from infancy to adult age, it may be

inferred that, as the youth is the developed

child, and the child had its own peculiar

appetencies and powers, no one can, by mere

teaching, however judicious, realize for himself

learning or clear perceptions of duty. It is

only, in fact, through his own observation and

study, that an individual may hope to gain ex-

perience, and, through experience, knowledge

of the world and self-government ; although

he may no doubt derive advantage from a

teacher’s suggestions and example.

The independence of the human faculties
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and their capability, even unaided by tuition,

of acquiring knowledge, have, in all ages,

been made manifest in individuals, who have

raised themselves, by their own efforts, from

amid poverty and neglect, and become bright

examples of the innate power, lofty aspiration,

and high dignity of our race. Who, indeed,

can have dwelt upon the few pages in which

Gifford * has traced his first steps in learning,

and told how, from the want of pen, ink and

paper, he was reduced to work his rude

attempts at self-instruction in arithmetic and

algebra “ with a blunted awl upon pieces of

leather beaten out smooth with his hammer”,

without perceiving the instinctive struggle of

faculties eager for knowledge, and surmounting

all obstacles in the way of its acquisition I

Or who, without emotion, can have read how,

when “ thus humbly situated, and poor beyond

* Introduction to the Satires of Juvenal and Perseus.
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the common lot”, he was brought accidentally

to the notice of Mr. Cookesley, a medical

practitioner, who, although “ not rich, and

with a numerous family which, left him little

for the purposes of general benevolence,”

sought first to console, and then devised means

to relieve, support, and educate him? Never,

surely, was benevolence better exerted, never

more largely rewarded ! This gentleman suc-

ceeded in procuring for his young friend, after

a good school education, “ the place of Bible

Eeader at Exeter College, Oxford”, and lived

to see him in the way to independence and

distinction. “ He died”, Gifibrd writes, “ with

a letter of mine, unopened, in his hands”
;

and adds, twenty years after the event, “ I yet

cherish his memory with filial respect, and at

this distant period, my heart sinks within me

at every repetition of his name.”

There will never, it may be hoped, be want-
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ing instances of high promise such as this,

and which, hibernating, as it were, wait but

for the genial call of humanity to be awakened

into life, and repay, in intellectual and moral

influence, the discriminating sympathy of

one, who, like Mr. Cookesley, knows how

to be at once a friend and patron. Nature, in

fact, by the concurrent testimony of all times

and nations, scatters her gifts impartially

through every land, and so establishes that

ascending and descending current of society,

which, when not interfered with by pride or

power, tends to its well-being and stability.

And among the four kinds of genealogy, into

which Cervantes* has divided the distinctions

of social life, he places first of all those, who,

from humble beginnings, go on, widening and

extending, until they attain to the highest

greatness.

* Vida del Cab. D. Q., p. 11, ch. xi.
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If it be granted that the faculties and pro-

pensities are innate, and intimately connected

with the corporeal organisms, have we, it may

be asked, any natural and unerring signs,

whereby to discern the individual’s latent

powers and inclinations'? Now, the answer

to this question depends, so far as science is

concerned, upon the reliance which may be

placed upon Phrenology, (®) since, if a faithful

exponent ofmental philosophy, it has succeeded

in assigning the faculties to particular portions

of the brain, which, according to it, are per-

ceptible, by elevations on the exterior of the

cranium, and palpable enough to make evident

all that is required for the guidance of educa-

tion.

Dr. Gall, who may well be regarded as the

founder of phrenology, found the first clue to

this theory from observing, when at school,

that the scholars who had great facility in
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learning by heart, with whom he had, on this

account, “ the greatest difficulty in competing,

had prominent eyes”. The relation between

the talent and external sign (between, that is,

the memory for words and prominent eyes,)

seemed to him to be even then something more

than an accidental coincidence; and some years

afterwards, when at the University, directing

his attention to the students whose eyes were

of this description, he found that, although

not distinguished in point of general talent,

they all excelled in getting rapidly by heart.

This was his first standing ground
; but it was

not until after renewed observations and com-

parisons that he arrived at the conviction, that

the external sign must exist in some essential

relation to the faculty. Having reached so

far, it is easy to imagine how he was led, by

further observation, to the detection of other

external manifestations of other faculties, as
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those of painting, music and mechanical arts,

and, eventually, to embody that principle

which accident had first suggested. He

established, in fact, the theory, that all our

faculties and propensities are innate, and seated

in, or dependent for their manifestation upon,

the material organism of the brain.

Thus stated, the theory will appear neither

incongruous nor improbable to one who reflects

on the intimate and manifold relations and

sympathies which exist between the mind and

body, and which influence, not merely the

temper and will, but even the moral and in-

tellectual faculties. Nor, on the other hand,

will it surprise any one to learn, that this

theory, which pretends to open up the sources

of abstract agencies, has by no means obtained

universal assent. As, however, the arguments

for and against it cannot be appreciated with-

out more than a general acquaintance with
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anatomical and physiological science, and as

the further consideration of it would be out of

place here, the reader is referred to the notes

for a summary of these opposite opinions. It

will suffice to observe that Cuvier,* although

hesitating about some of its subordinate parts,

admits that it contains nothing contrary to the

general notions of physiology; while others,

of equal authority, dissent from it so widely

as to show, that it cannot, at least as a whole,

be received among acknowledged truths.

The theory has been thus dwelt upon on

account of the importance, for tuition, of

detecting, at once, by obvious signs, the pre-

vailing inclinations of the young, and so per-

ceiving how best to employ the means of

education and facilitate the acquisition of

learning. “ For the nature of the hoy”, Plu-

tarch observes, “
is the material to be worked

^ Rapport Historique, p. 254.
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upon, the soil in which the seeds of knowledge

and virtue are to be sown and as upon it

Education must, after all, depend, training and

tuition ought, evidently, to be subservient to

it. Thus, in whatever way Education be

viewed, every shade of opinion points to the

onerous responsibility of the teacher’s office,

which, for its fulfilment, requmes acumen to

detect the yet almost latent disposition, and

judgment and experience to determine how

best to make all conspire to ensure moral and

intellectual advancement. That office, indeed,

requires, with sound learning, the rare quality

of descending to the rudiments, and perceixdng

how, through them, to furnish the growing

faculties with resources for self-instruction and

improvement in after life. For its real province

is not so much to teach all that is knowable,

as to elicit the desire for knowledge. It is but

trite to add, that as the tutor is at once the
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guide and example of the pupil, he must

exhibit in his own conduct all that he would

inculcate, and see, to use Locke’s words, that

“ his actions in nowise cross his precepts”.

Since the faculties and sentiments which

are characteristic of humanity and subservient

to Education are allotted in degrees as varying

as the corporeal powers, instruction, however

conducted, can, from a number of subjects,

expect only a medium result. For while some

pupils are so favoured, as even in boyhood

almost to dispense with instruction, others

from perversity of inclination, or aversion from

or incapacity for learning, are unwilling or

unable to profit by any care.

It is, then, to be assumed for this, as for

every treatise upon Education, that it is dealing

with subjects, whether children or adults, who

have all the mental and corporeal endowments

of their nature, -and that these are so far
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healthily constituted as not to offer any per-

manent obstacle to improvement. For while

Education may be expected to act beneficially

although individuals may have no peculiar

faculty or aptitude, it cannot be responsible

for failure if it have to act upon dwarfed or

perverted faculties, sickly or cachectic frames

of body. It belongs, no doubt, to Education

to determine how best to influence, ameliorate

and elevate the idiotic, the insane, or the

depraved ; but still it acts as a specialty, and,

like the instruction of the congenitally blind

or deaf, has its own means, method, and

experience.
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CHAPTER II.

It will be well, before shewing the appli-

cation of the principles which have just been

enunciated, to place before the reader sum-

maries of the works of former writers upon

the subject, as these, while imparting much

that is suggestive and practical, will be the

best commentaries upon our modern systems

and opinions. And as an additional reason

for doing so, it may be said, that it is scarcely

possible, without borrowing both the thoughts

and words of those writers, to continue the

discussion with any profit. For although

some of them lived under political institutions
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and amid social relations, which differed

widely from our own, yet their opinions,

having been derived from close and truthful

observation of all that pertains to the fulfil-

ment of Education, are more or less applicable

to all times and countries. The writers here

alluded to are, among the ancients, Aristotle,

Quintilian and Plutarch, and among the

moderns, Montaigne, Milton, Locke, and

Rousseau.

Aristotle* was led to this topic only in-

cidentally, as it were, from perceiving, while

engaged upon his work “ On Governments”,

that, as the virtue and patriotism of the citizens

depend upon the training and instruction of

the young, all which relates to Education

ought to be in the hands of the chief Magistrate.

He held this to be so essential to the welfare

of a State as to infer, that injury must neces-

* De Republica, viii, 1, 2, 3.
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sarily accrue to the body politic whenever it

is otherwise ordered. For, as every form of

constitution has its own pervading and con-

servative principle, and as the preservation of

this principle depends upon the habits and

opinions which have been formed even in

childhood, it is obvious that Education should

have one and the same tendency with the polity,

and should be uniform ; should not, that is, be

left to the opinions or prejudices of individuals.

But although this dogma, when theoretically

considered, may be regarded as a truism, yet,

as it could be realized only under very ex-

ceptional circumstances, it is still hypothetical,

because it is not universally applicable. For

even under circumstances favourable to its

adoption, as was the case at Athens, in his own

time, he points to differences of opinion then

prevalent, which shew that the recesses of a

family are beyond the reach of legislation, and
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that the will can, after all, be subject only to

the individual’s conscience and judgment.

As if he were writing at the present day, he

shew’s that opinions were unsettled, both as to

the tendency which should be given to Educa-

tion, and, even when agreeing upon the ten-

dency, as to the means by which it should be

carried out. For it is stHl an open question,

he observes, * whether Education should tend

rather to quicken the understanding or culti-

vate the moral faculties—whether, that is, it

should have a scientific and practical or an

ethical and scholastic tendency.

It is evident, as well from these incidental

notices of Education as from his physiological

writings, that he recognized the great law' of

development in the several coi'poreal changes

undergone by every human being between

infancy and manhood ; and perceived that the

* De Republica, viii, 2, 1.
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mind is coeval with the body, and expands

as it grows—that it has an infantine as it has

an adjult constitution. Thus, “ the boy is an

imperfect being”, he says,* “and, as such, being

insusceptible of any personal virtue, he can be

responsible only for what is due to one who,

as to himself, is perfect, and is his guide”

—

in other words, being yet undeveloped, the

boy can comprehend and be responsible only

for the duty of docility to his parent or teacher.

Again,f as the body is pre-existent to the

mind, so the irrational is pre-existent to the

rational principle, as is manifested in children,

who at first exhibit only caprice, self-will and

desire, while the reasoning faculties have been

ordained to grow as the young advance in life.

Like almost every other writer upon the

subject, Aristotle,^ before alluding to Educa-

De Republica, i, 13, 11.

f De Republica, vii, 15, 10. J vii, 17, 4, 10.
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tion in the sense of teaching, describes the

means best calculated to render the body

robust, and the limbs agile and straight—to

ensure, that is, a healthy and vigorous con-

stitution, But as these means are well-known

hygeian rules, and require to be modified

according to climate and national habits, it is

unnecessary to dwell upon them. It will

suffice to say that, to be effective, they must be

commenced upon in the first years of life, and

gradually enforced, until, being converted into

fixed habits, they become a second nature.

He attached so much importance to these

rules, that he would not admit of any instruc-

tion which might interfere with them being

entered upon seriously, until the boy had

completed his seventh year
;

although he

admitted of his being present, during the two

preceding years, while instruction was im-

parted to others.
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With equal consideration for the tenderness

and impressibility of childhood, Aristotle

suggests that the boy, during that period of

his life, should be brought up, in retirement,

at home, in order that he may be sheltered

from whatever, through the eye or ear, could

sully the purity natural to his age.* It is of

so much importance to the young, he adds,

that they should neither see nor hear aught

w’hich is indecorous or had, that the magis-

trate, well knowing there is but a step from

saying to doing what is wrong, should provide,

especially, for their protection.

Having explained his views with respect to

the training and instruction adapted to boy-

hood, he takes up the question of puberty,

which he rightly regarded as the critical

juncture of human existence, and the turning

point of Education. There are two periods of

De Republica, vii, 17, 7.
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especial importance, he says, for the future

man, of which one is from the seventh year to

puberty, and the other from puberty to one

and twenty ; but, as puberty, being dependent

upon temperament and extrinsic circumstances,

cannot be assigned to any precise age, “ the

writers who have attempted to classify boys

and youths by periods of seven years, are,

generally speaking, mistaken. For as no dis-

tinction is valid unless it be founded on the

laws of nature, and as she has not definitely

fixed the time of early manhood, this theory

of recurring periods is not maintainable.”

All the observations of Aristotle upon these

topics, whether they relate to the training of

childhood or the means required for ensuring

strength of constitution and purity of habits

in the growing boy, are founded upon nature’s

laws, and, although given to the world so

many ages ago, they embody almost all that
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can be said upon the first, or what might Avell

be called rudimental Education. With re-

spect to that wider course of instruction and

management which constitutes a “ liberal

education”, and is applicable to a more ad-

vanced age, it was so ditferent in that age

from any modern curriculum, that a brief

allusion to it will suffice for the present pur-

pose. It was comprised under the four heads

of literature, drawing, gymnastics, and music,

of which the first two were held to be essential,

as acquirements of lasting and varied useful-

ness
;

gymnastics were encouraged as con-

ducive to strength and a manly bearing ; but

music was by many held to be of questionable

value. “ For music, in the present day,” he

observes,* “ contrary to the original intention,

is adopted merely for amusement ; whereas,

our forefathers made it part of Education,

De Tlepublica, viii, 3, 1, 2.
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because, as intervals of repose are absolutely

necessary to the fulfilment of active duties, the

young ought to be furnished with a resource

for filling up those intervals, in a manner at

once becoming and elegant.”

These four topics comprised the Education

of the sons of the wealthier citizens of Athens,

but little or nothing is known concerning the

instruction of such as might be less favourably

situated ; nor has it come down to us how the

young were disciplined and taught at that

critical age, when boyhood has passed into

puberty, and puberty is without the mental or

moral restraint of manhood. Such a system

of Education, however, if only from its costly

training and early seclusion, is within the

reach only of afiluent, or, at least, easy cir-

cumstances; and, indeed, Aristotle* has

argued upon and defended this exclusion, as

De Republica, iii, 4, 11, 12.
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being, in his opinion, the necessary result of

many of the occupations and conditions inci-

dent to all civilized communities.”

Quintilian was born in Spain, about the

time of Claudius ; he settled, eventually, at

Rome, where he opened a school for Rhetoric,

and obtained so much celebrity, that he is

said to have numbered among his pupils the

two grand-nephews of Domitian, and the

younger Pliny. His great work on Educa-

tion was written, confessedly, to form orators

and advocates
;

yet, as it takes the child from

birth, forms the habits and dwells upon the

instruction of boyhood, it may be considered

applicable to all countries, times, and circum-

stances.* For as aU conditions of social life,

even the humblest, wiU ever have the same

vital interest in the due management of in-

fancy and the training and tuition of the first

Institut. Orator, lib. xii.
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years of life, its suggestions have an universal

bearing, and may be conducive to the welfare

of every generation. And it must be conceded

that, beyond any other writer of his age, Quinti-

lian has shewn how the character, while yet im-

pressible, may be imbued with moral principles,

and how the mind, while yet opening, may be

furnished with excellent and solid learning.

Some will think that, like Milton, he had

formed too favourable an estimate of the capa-

city and docility of the young, and from being

over sanguine, had made the teacher’s office

far lighter than it can ever be found in prac-

tice. For he maintains that all boys are

willing to receive instruction, and that most

of them, eventually, repay, by their improve-

ment, the time and attention bestowed upon

them. And in his Exordium, as if to incite

and encourage those who are engaged in

tuition, he observes, that, as birds are made
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for flight, and horses framed for the'course, so

human beings are endowed with intelligence,

and predisposed to mental actmty. There

may be, no doubt, exceptions to this rule, in

examples of dulness and indisposition to

learning, yet these are only relatively so, as

none are so sluggish or indocile, as not to

derive some advantage from a carefully con-

ducted Education.

He is quite as earnest as Aristotle and even

more precise, with respect to the care of in-

fancy and watchfulness over childhood, as the

necessary preparations for the instruction and

right conduct of the growing boy. Thus,

besides insisting upon the supervision of

parents, he would have about the child none

but persons of correct conduct, good manners,

and education enough to be at least free from

gross solecisms or inaccuracies of expression.

For as the boy is to hear them flrst, he will.
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should they be vulgar or ignorant, acquire

words and modes of expression which must be

corrected afterwards, and at a time when, from

habit, there will be the greatest difficulty in

their removal. And as whatever is acquired

in the opening of life is more tenaciously

retained than any subsequent impressions,

and as vicious cling to us more closely than

virtuous influences, the boy should not, even

in childhood, be habituated to what, for his

own good, must be unlearnt, if unlearnt it can

be, as he grows older. Again, in order to

induce parents, if equal to the duty, to take

part in the education of their children, he

instances Cornelia as having contributedlargely

to the distinguished eloquence of her sons,

the Gracchi; nor would he hold them ex-

onerated, even though deflcient in learning,

from at least superintending the instruction

and improvement of their offspring.
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With respect to tuition, Quintilian cites

some celebrated writers of times long before

his own, who had maintained, with Aristotle,

that it ought not to be attempted before the

boy has completed his seventh year, as they

held that children cannot sooner than this

comprehend the purport of learning, or support

the restraint necessary for its acquirement.

But he, on the contrary, would not admit of

any time being passedwithout some instruction,

and, although he allotted the first three years

to the nursery, he still thought that the child,

even at that early age, might at least be taught

the letters. With all his anxiety, however,

for economising the time of childhood and

imparting rudimental instruction for the benefit

of coming boyhood, he warns teachers against

exacting more than a tender frame can support.

It behoves us, above all, he adds, to take care

that the lessons, which the young cannot like,
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do not become hateful to them, lest the dis-

like, once taken, continue long after childhood

has passed away. In order to obviate these

results, he offers suggestions for facilitating

and even making pleasant the first steps in

learning, which, although trite, are simple as

well as practical, and shew how much attention

he had paid to the inclinations of early life

and the adaptation of the first lessons to them.

He thinks, for instance, that the child should,

as soon as it can distinguish and name the

letters, be induced, by playful means, to trace

them in wax, as this will tend both to imprint

their forms on the memory and facilitate the

acquisition of a good hand-writing, which will

be useful in itself, and useful as a ground-

Avork for drawing.

Quintilian was probably the first writer

who suggested that it would be a great gain

for the boy’s education if a foreign tongue
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“ were talked into him ” in place of his own
;

if he learnt it, that is, not by rule, but by its

being the only language spoken in his hearing.

The one here proposed was Greek, of course

;

as Latin would be selected, and has, indeed,

been successfully adopted in modern times

;

but care is to be taken that, while becoming

bi-lingual, the boy does not lose or vitiate his

mother tongue.

When puberty is attained to, and studies

upon a wider scale are to be entered upon,

the question comes, whether it is better to

carry out the youth’s education at school or at

home. Quintilian, after a detailed and im-

partial estimate of clashing opinions upon this

point, gives the preference to a public system,

at least for all those whose fortune and position

are to give them influence in their generation.

He has recommended particular studies, as

Grammar, Composition, Elocution, Geometry
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and Music, which made up a liberal education

in that age, and were, therefore, held to be

necessary for one whose career was to he such

as was figured in the young advocate ; but we

are left to conjecture what means were to be

adopted for imparting them, or in what order

they were to be entered upon. It is evident,

however, that, as the orator or civilian, whose

Education is the theme of this Treatise, may

represent one who, in modern times, is to enter

upon a learned profession or follow the higher

walks of life, Quintilian, like our Locke, so

many ages afterwards, had in view, not Educa-

tion as a system applicable to all conditions of

life, but the formation of a gentleman, whose

social position and duties are to require varied

learning, and many accomplishments.

Plutarch was born at Chceronea, in Boeotia,

but the year of his birth is unknown. It may,

however, be inferred, as he was present at
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Delphi, when visited by Nero in his progress

through Greece, that he was a young man

A.D, 66. After traveling in quest of know-

ledge, he opened a school of philosophy at

Rome, in the time of Domitian ; and he is

said, but on doubtful authority, to have been

preceptor to Trajan. It seems certain that,

after that emperor’s death, he retired to his

native place, where his principal works were

written, and where he died, at a very advanced

age. The Treatise upon Education, which

has hitherto passed under his name, was sup-

posed to he one of them ; and although modem

criticism* may have throAvn some doubt upon

this, the work may still be accepted as the

production, if not of Plutarch, at least of some

learned and enlightened contemporary.

The author, in his opening words, dwells

upon the advantages of good birth, especially

* Wyttenbachii Jud”“. de Auctore, p. 25.
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on the side of the mother, as, in itself, a rich

inheritance, and a promise, besides, of those

endowments, Avhich conduce to a virtuous and

distinguished career in life. He makes it

incumbent on the mother to nurse her oif-

spring, because the duty adds fervour to

maternal love, and gives thereby strength to

support the fatigue and watching required in

the care of infant life. But should she be pre-

vented by illness or other cause from fulfilling

it, he admits of her transferring the charge to

some attendant, who, by disposition, manners

and intelligence, may be qualified to take her

place.

The first consideration, according to this

writer, before any teaching, is the training of

infancy and childhood, in order both to pre-

vent distortion of the limbs and ensure docility

of disposition, since this stage of existence,

“ being plastic, is impressible for good or ill,
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as softened wax takes from the seal any kind

of impression”. Adopting the opinions of the

“ illustrious Plato”, he exhorts parents to

prevent the attendants reciting to their children

fables or idle stories, because all such tend to

vitiate and enfeeble the opening faculties.

And as a warning against any improper ex-

pression in their hearing, he quotes the pithy

saying of Democritus, that the word is hut the

shadov) of the deed.

This Treatise, however, is rather a disser-

tation upon the duties of parents and teachers

in the management and rudimental instruction

of the first years of life, than a work upon

Education as a system devised for directing

the studies of boys and youths, on their way

to manhood. For, excepting “ The Circle of

Arts and Sciences”, which every free-born

youth in Greece went through, all that pertains

to instruction or its adaptation to the age or

E
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inclination, is vague and unsatisfying; and

even the Philosophy, with which the studies

are to be closed, is explained only in its

assumed influences. Education, in fine, in

its ordinary sense, that object of abiding and

universal interest, and for information upon

which so many are ever seeking, is, in this

work, almost entirely overlooked; although

there lie scattered through its pages many

sound opinions and valuable suggestions.

The first part of Education, then, according

to this w'riter, is comprised in maternal care

and supervision, along Avith watchful and

judicious training and instruction in rudi-

mental learning ; boyhood is provided for in a

prescribed curriculum of studies ; and all this

preparation is completed by “ PhQosophy,”

Avhich, in so far as can be gathered from the

array of its influences, was a course of moral,

literary and historical instruction. At this
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important juncture of the youth’s life, the

author appeals to the consciences and common

sense of fathers to induce them to consider

well the qualities and abilities of those to

whom they confide their sons, and ascertain

that they are not scholars merely, but men of

blameless lives, good manners, and large ex-

perience. And he spares no invectives in

reproving the men of his generation for their

disregard of this duty, in choosing for tutors

the least capable and least worthy of their

dependants, while employing the most intelli-

gent and best conducted, for purposes of gain,

in other occupations. “ I would, were it

possible”, he exclaims, “ mount the topmost

pinnacle of the citadel, and cry aloud, as the

philosopher of old wished to do, ‘ What, sirs

!

are ye about, to be so busily engaged in the

accumulation of wealth and so unmindful of

the sons to whom ye are soon to leave itl
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Are ye not acting like one who, caring only

for the shoe, is indifferent about the foot which

is to wear it"?
’ ”

Although these remarks touching the tutor’s

office refer, immediately, to an age and a state

of society, which, from the sanction of slavery,

and other organic institutions, differed widely

from our own, yet, substantively, they hold

good for all times, and warn us never to forget

that the management and instruction of youths

are, in importance, subordinate only to the

care and training of infancy and boyhood.

Although this writer has not proposed

Education on any particular plan, he yet

attaches so much importance to it, when rightly

conducted, under favourable circumstances and

conditions, as to consider it essential to the

formation of a perfect character. The con-

ditions which he considers necessary to this

result, and which are equally required for
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success in any art or science, are comprised “in

genial endowments, well-trained habits, and

acquired knowledge”. But to ensure success

they must all, he adds, coincide, since, if any-

one of them be wanting or defective, the cha-

racter must be either dwarfed or imperfect.

For Nature, without Instruction, is blind,

—

Instruction, without Nature, unavailing,—and

Practice, without both, ineifectual.

With respect to the mode of imparting

instruction, he enjoins gentleness, as the

young may be led to improvement more

readily by kindness and encouragement than

an opposite system. He reproves those fathers,

who, from mistaken affection and undue solici-

tude for the advancement of their sons, urge

them, when competing with others, to undue

exertion, and so overstrain their faculties and

arrest their further progress
;
just as plants,

which are nourished by moderate irrigation.
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are drowned by it in excess. Parents and

tutors are reminded that, as the most active

life must have its intervals of repose, and as,

in nature, watching is succeeded by sleep,

summer by winter, and tension by relaxation,

so the young must have intervals of recreation.

The author of this treatise is the only

writer who has directly admitted that his own

system of Education, in its theory, as a course

of training and graduated study and instruc-

tion, is all but unattainable by many conditions

of social life; and that poverty, among its

other ills, has to submit to what, at best, can

be but elementary, and, in a certain sense,

defective. It may, he observes, “ be objected to

my many injunctions for training and instruc-

tion, that, as they can be adopted only by the

rich, I have made no provision for those in

humbler circumstances. To which it may be

answered that, however much 1 may lament
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this, it is my part, when shewing what is

essential to a good Education, to indicate,

irrespectively of circumstances, the means

which are requisite for that result. And they

who, from insufficiency of means, are unable

to realize my injunctions, must attribute this

short-coming, not to me who counsel what is

best, but to fortune, which frustrates their

wishes and my intentions. It is, however, our

duty to impart to the children of the poor the

best possible Education under their circum-

stances, and, although these may preclude our

attaining to all that could be desired, it will

still be something to be on the way towards it.”

It had here escaped this author, however, that

the training of childhood is more or less within

the reach of indigence, and that the rudiments

of learning may be imparted, although Educa-

tion cannot, from the demands of poverty, be

prosecuted long enough for its completion.
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Michel de Montaigne was born in February

1533, at the family chateau, near Bordeaux,

of which city he was chosen Mayor in 1581,

and reelected the succeeding year ; he acted

also, for some time, as the official Advocate,

in the Parliament of that Province, But, after

his father’s death, which took place in 1569,

being wearied with his official duties, disgusted

by the fanaticism and hypocrisy of the court,

and distressed at the religious feuds which

desolated his country, he retired to his family

mansion, and occupied his leisure hours in

study, and the composition of those Essays

which have given undying celebrity to his

name. As his Thoughts on Education* are

recorded in one of those Essays, wherein he

has embodied the method which was pursued

towards himself, and by which, while yet a

child, he acquired, colloquially, the Latin in

^ De r Institution des Enfants. Liv. 1, chap. xxv.
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place of his own tongue, an epitome of it,

however brief, will be the best exponent of his

opinions.

My father, he writes, being very solici-

tous about my Education, and made sensible,

by conversing with learned and intelligent

men, of the faultiness of the systems in use,

especially with respect to the time employed

in learning Greeh and Latin, (wdiich, although

generally purchased too dearly, are solid and

beautiful accomplishments), adopted the ex-

pedient of having them imparted to me by an

easier method. For while at nurse, and before

my tongue was, so to say, untied, he committed

me to the entire charge of a German physician,

a ripe scholar, but wholly unaquainted with

French, whom he had induced, for liberal re-

muneration, to leave home expressly for this

service. This gentleman had with him, for his

occasional relief, two attendants, who, although
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not equal to himself in learning, were still

familiar enough with the Latin to use it in my

hearing
;
and as to the rest of the family, it

was an invariable rule that neither my father

mother nor servants should ever speak before

me in any other language. It is surprising

how much profit accrued to all parties from

this practice, as not only my parents but even

the servants who attended upon me came both

to understand the Latin, and even to speak it,

when required, with tolerable facility. In

fact, many Latin terms for artizans and tools,

which are still current in the neighbouring

towns and villages, were derived from this

source ; and as to myself, I was more than

six years old before I knew more of French

than I did of Arabic.

Thus, without method, book or grammar,

ferule or tears, had I been led to talk Latin

with the same purity as my teachers, and
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necessarily so, since I could not vitiate what I

knew only as it had been spoken in my hearing.

My familiarity with the language was at this

time such, that whenever a theme was set,

instead of being, as is usual in schools, in

French, to be translated, it had to be framed

for me in incorrect and ungrammatical Latin

terms, which it was for me to turn into an

idiomatic and correct style; and my tutors,

among whom was the celebrated Buchanan,

have often told me since, that I was then so

ready with the language as to make them

hesitate when addressing me.

It was my father’s intention that I should

be taught Greek by rule, but still after a new

method; as, instead of learning the declensions

by heart, I acquired them by bandying the

cases to and fro, as a kind of pastime and

exercise. For among other injunctions, he

had been advised to allow me to acquire a
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taste for knowledge and a sense of duty through

my own inclination, and thus to leave my mind

to expand under considerate and gentle man-

agement. These injunctions were so strictly

adhered to, that, as the brain in childhood is

said to he tender and easily disturbed by any

sudden impression, my father took the pre-

caution of having me awakened in the morning

by the sound of some musical instrument, and

seeing that I was never without an attendant

at that hour.

These instances of solicitude will suffice to

shew the care and affection of this most excel-

lent parent, who was no way responsible,

if the result was not commensurate with

such exquisite culture. For two things con-

spired to mar his design and frustrate his

expectations, of which the first may be ascribed

to a sterile and unpropitious soil, [by which he

means his own slow memory and sluggish
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constitution of mind and body], and the

second, to my good father himself. For, be-

coming unduly apprehensive about the re-

sult of this plan, and having lost the concert

of those who had hitherto conducted it, he

was induced to send me, when little more

than six years old, to the collegiate school at

Guienne ; and although this establishment was

one of the best in France, and nothing could

exceed his anxietv, whether in the choice of

a tutor or the arrangement of minor details,

stiU it was a school, and, as such, to me so

ungenial, that my Latin began immediately

to fall off.

The influence of this establishment upon

the young Montaigne was, if not prejudicial,

certainly, upon the whole, unprofitable. He

with difiiculty rose to the upper form, and

left it, in his thirteenth year, at the close of

his curriculum, without having derived from
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it, as he supposed, any one advantage. His

first taste for books, however, was awakened

here, when about seven or eight years old, by

the perusal of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, which he

enjoyed the more from Latin being still his

mother tongue
;
and as the book was both

easy and more to his taste than any which he

had before met with, his liking for it was so

great as to make him neglect his other studies.

But he was fortunate enough to have a tutor

who knew, ingeniously, how to connive at this

and other like deviations from rule, and, owing

to his indulgence, Montaigne went, by himself,

successively through the jEneid, Terence, and

Plautus. Had that gentleman been so foolish,

he adds, as to interrupt this course of read-

ing, I should have carried home with me only

that same hatred for books which is manifested

by too many in after life. Nevertheless, his

mind was neither inactive, nor his judgment
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upon all which came within observation with-

out something like solidity
;

and the inde-

pendence of his character was so great, that no

amount of violence could then, as he believed,

have compelled him to abandon any resolution

which he had once taken.

This extract, or paraphrase rather, already

perhaps too diffuse, has been thus extended,

because it serves to illustrate the carrying out

of the plan, first suggested by Quintilian, of

imparting a classical in place of the mother

tongue, in order to save the time and labour

which, otherwise, for such at least as will

eventually require it, must be employed in its

acquisition. It is scarcely necessary to add,

that this plan, however judicious, is within

the reach only of the affluent, and that, even

with affluence, it could not he realised without

a spirit of devotedness and an earnestness of

conviction, which are possessed by very few.
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Montaigne’s account of his boyhood is, so to

say, intercalated with general observations

upon Education, which, like all his observa-

tions, are apposite and full of meaning. Thus,

as if still a boy. Teachers, he says, are in-

cessantly bawling in our ears as if they were

pouring their lessons through a funnel, while

our part is only to repeat what has been told

us. But, as learning by heart is not learning,

I would reverse this, and induce them, in

their turn, to listen to what we have to say,

and so lead us, by our own powers, to taste,

to select, and to discriminate from amid all

that may have been said in the lesson. The

teacher, in fact, should be able to discern,

from the way in which the pupil understands

his lessons, the extent of his ability and the

quality of his inclination, and so perceive how

best to accommodate his instruction to them.

And they who undertake, by one and the same
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system, as is the modern custom, to school

many minds, with all their diversities of

talent and disposition, are not to be surprised

if, out of a host of children, they meet with

few or none who derive therefrom any advan-

tage. Let the Teacher, then, he concludes,

inquire of his pupil, not the words but the

meaning and substance of his lesson, and

judge of the profit derived from it, less by the

readiness of the memory than by its influence

upon the conduct, since the sole object of all

teaching should be to make us wiser and

better. For, as Epicharmus says, ‘ it is the

understanding which turns what has been

learnt to profit, which arranges, rules, and

directs ;
and without which all else is blind,

and deaf, and senseless’.”

Milton’s life and works are so well known,

that it is unnecessary to allude to any other

than that “ On Education”, which was written,

F
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“ at the earnest entreaty of a friend”, and

published in 1644. This plan, “ which he

had long brooded over in silence”, exhibits

well his lofty conceptions of what Education

ought to effect, as it aimed at no less than

“ to fit a man to perform, magnanimously, all

the ofiices, both private and public, of peace

and war”. The means for its fulfilment were

public foundations, through the kingdom,

each of which, being at once school and uni-

versity, was to be on a scale “ to hold one

hundred and fifty persons, of whom some

twenty were to be attendants, under the

guidance and direction of one of energy and

ability enough, either to do all, or wisely

to direct and oversee it done”. The pupils

were to be admitted at the age of twelve

and to remain till one-and-twenty, and the

instruction to be imparted, during this in-

terval, was to comprise a complete course of
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theoretical learning with a good deal of

practical knowledge.

It is at once obvious that this plan makes

no provision either for the training or instruc-

tion of the first years of life, and yet it leaves

us to infer that the pupils, whatever might be

their habits, had been taught the rudiments

of learning. For they were, on admission,

“ to begin with the chief and necessary rules

of Grammar”, and next, “ by way of making

them expert therein and winning them to the

love of virtue and true labour, they were to

take up some easy and delightful book of

Education, as Cebes, Plutarch, the Socratic

Discourses, and the two or three first books of

Quintilian. They were then to be taught the

rules of arithmetic and the elements of

geometry, and, in the evening, their thoughts

were to be directed to the subject of Religion

and the story of Scripture”. The authors on
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Agriculture, as Cato, Varro and Columella,

were next to be taken up, in order both, to

improve their Latin prose and acquire some

notion of ancient tillage, and thereby, in after

life, contribute something to that of their own

country.

The Greek tongue was now to be entered

upon ; and it is assumed that, as the diffi-

culties of grammar are to be soon overcome,

“ all the historical physiology of Aristotle and

Theophrastus will lie open before them, and,

so to say, be put under contribution.” These

authors were to be succeeded by writers on

physics, as Vitruvius, Seneca, and others;

after whose works the pupil was to enter upon

applied mathematics in “ fortification, archi-

tecture, enginery, or navigation”. Natural

history was now to be studied, “ proceeding

leisurely from the investigation of meteors,

minerals, plants, and living creatures, as far
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as anatomy”. There are yet other require-

ments, including even sufficient acquaintance

with the practice of medicine to learn how to

distinguish the tempers and humors, and how

to manage slight maladies ; and, finally, the

pupils were to close this gorgeous education

“with ethics, logic, rhetoric, and composition”.

There are yet other requirements ; but more

than enough is set down to show how Milton,

judging from the extraordinary capacity, ver-

satility, and energy of his o^vn faculties, had

over-rated as well the powers as the aptitude

of the young. And may it not be said, with

all due reverence for this exalted man, that

he had mistaken the scope of education, in

thus attempting to compress within the period

which lies between the twelfth year and one-

and-twenty, the learning and science which

are to supply the intellectual wants of the

whole of life 1
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It is obvious that an Education upon this

scale, however, or by whomever it might be

conducted, is beyond the capacity and the

application of human beings
;
and that, even

could it be realized, it Avould probably have

the prejudicial tendency of leading to cessation

from study, and the gradual diminution of the

acquirements of early life. The plan is de-

fective besides, not only in making no provision

for the training of boyhood, but also, in that,

requiring the w^hole period up to manhood,

it excludes from consideration the great bulk

of every community. If it be argued that a

complete Education cannot be imparted in a

shorter time, it may still be asked, what then

is to be done for those many who must leave

scholastic studies at a much earlier period 1

Although an answer might readily be given

to Johnson’s objection to this plan, on the

score of its turning the attention of the young
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too exclusively to physical science, yet it must

be conceded, that “such a list of authors never

could be read, much less mastered”. They

who tell, or receive such stories, should, as the

great critic observes, “ recollect, that nobody

can be taught faster than he can learn ;
that

the speed of the horseman must be bounded

by the power of the horse. And every man

that has ever undertaken to instruct others

can tell, what slow advances he has been able

to make, and how much patience it requires

to recall vagrant inattention, to stimulate

sluggish inditference, and to rectify absurd

misapprehension”.

Locke was born at Wrington in Somerset-

shire, on the 29th of August, 1632 ; his early

education was superintended by his father,

who sent him, when of a proper age, to West-

minster School, where he continued until his

removal to Christ Church, Oxford, in 1651.
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After graduating, he applied himself to the

study of physic with a view to practise ; but,

owing to the dehcacy of his constitution, he

was obliged, after some time, to abandon the

design. His acquaintance with physiological

medicine is sufficiently apparent, however, in

his Thoughts concerning Education; for, besides

hygeian rules in their ordinary acceptation,

he has shown how moral habits are to be

formed through the observance of the laws

of the animal economy. And in his sug-

gestions concerning the management of early

life, he has omitted nothing which can tend

to the constitution of “ a sound mind in a

sound body”: a body, that is, inured to changes

of weather, to hardship or privation; and a

mind combining a clear judgment with a

strong wUl, and holding in subjection the

appetites and passions. Those rules and sug-

gestions are derived, no doubt, from obvious
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truths; but, although, from the diffusion of

natural science, they are better understood

now than they were in that age, yet, owing

to the predominance of custom, prejudice, or

fashion, the practical acknowledgment of them

is stni, unhappily, to be sought for.

His rules for the preservation of health are

so simple, that it is difficult to describe them

without being trite, and still more difficult to

shew their full value, in the formation of the

habits and inclinations, without dwelling upon

truisms. His chief injunctions are, that the

child’s bed should “be hard, rather quilts

than feathers”; the allowance of sleep re-

strained to eight hours, when he is seven or

eight years old ; the body armed against

cold, by not being too warmly clad, and by

washing, especially the feet, daily, in cold

water
;
plenty of exercise, winter and summer,

in the open air; and the diet very simple,
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with long and even uncertain intervals be-

tween the meals.

He is equally solicitous about the formation

of moral habits, and particularly cautions

parents against employing or sanctioning, on

any occasion, or for any purpose however

trivial, any kind of equivocation ; or allowing

the boy “ to torment and treat roughly young

birds, butterflies, and other poor animals which

fall into their hands, as herein lie the seeds of

cruelty to those of their own kind”. Thus, he

would, by watchfulness and training, inculcate,

in the youthful character, the cardinal virtues

of truth and humanity, before they can be

comprehended, in their relations, by the un-

derstanding. With respect to book learning,

he thought that the child should begin to

learn to read as soon as it can talk, only “ care

must be taken that the lesson be not made

a business to him, or he look on it as a
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task”. And, in order to give to early in-

struction an air of amusement or recreation,

he recommends the familiar plan, suggested

before by Quintilian, of supplying the child

with ivory dice or counters, on which the

letters are inscribed or pasted ; and by which

“ he may play himself with eagerness into

spelling, without having been once forced to

it.” As soon as the child can read, it should

be taught to write, and writing should lead to

and be improved by drawing, “as these are

useful acquirements, on several occasions, for

every condition of life”. AVith respect to the

higher branches of knowledge, as ethics,

history, geometry, his directions are hardly

explicit enough to serve as guides for others

;

but he suggests (and which would be feasible

enough under circumstances such as he was

providing for), that modern languages should

be imparted by practice, that is, hearing them
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spoken rather than by the slower process of

rules and grammar.

Thus, the training and tuition of childhood

are here dwelt upon at great length, which

may, happily, be realized, although circum-

stances should preclude the adoption of any

system of Education such as Locke could have

contemplated. For he, confessedly, was de-

vising a plan of Education for one who was to

be brought up amid the comforts of a wealthy

home, under an intelligent and devoted tutor

;

and, eventually, to visit foreign countries,

before finally settling in his own. Neverthe-

less, he would make this young gentleman

(after passing boyhood) acquainted, by prac-

tice, with manual occupations, such as garden-

ing, husbandry in general, and working in

wood, as a carpenter, joiner or turner; although

they should be regarded only as fit and healthy

recreations for “ a man of study or business”.
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This is but a faint outline of the system of this

eminent man; but Education, whether con-

sidered theoretically, as an art, or practically,

in its application to human beings, with their

varyingdegrees of intelligence, inclinations and

age, is a topic so vast, that the illustration ofany

devised system would “ require a volume, nor,”

to use Locke’s words, “ would that reach it.”

Rousseau was born at Geneva, in June 1712.

His celebrated treatise, Emile, ou de VEduca-

tion, which was the labour of more than twenty

years, was published in 1759 or 1760 ; and it

soon obtained, by the beauty of its style and

the novelty of its opinions, an amount of

celebrity and influence over Europe, which it is

now difficult to comprehend. For although

teeming with acute and sensible observations,

it is, in its systematic part, open to the im-

putation, which he was himself* disposed to

^ Preface d’Emile.
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admit, ofbeing rather the Reverie of a Recluse,

than a Treatise upon Education—rather, that

is, a type of the writer’s own character and a

colouring from his own feelings and opinions,

than the investigation of a topic as extensive

as human nature. By following the bias of

his own temper of mind, and the partial views

which he had taken of social life, on account

of the great and seemingly unjust contrasts

which it presents of rank and fortune, he was

led to this plan of Education, with the design

of forming an Individual apart, and, therefore,

free from the prejudices and conventionalities

of society ; and who should manifest, by the

independence of his character and the readiness

of his resources, his superiority over the social

man. The plan, however, is alike impracticable

and incongruous ; for as it requires, for each

individual, through the whole of early life,

the presence of an intelligent and devoted
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tutor, it could not possibly, in any stage of

society, be realized ; and as, by separation as

well as example, it seeks to free the pupil from

care about or sympathy with social life, it

could not, were it realizable, have a genial

influence upon the heart or understanding.

For, to use Aristotle’s words,* “ he who can

exist without a country, guild or home, must

be either above or below humanity”.

The flrst notion of this system was derived

from the Life and Adventures of Robinson

Crusoef in his desert island, and Rousseau’s

design, in adopting this Action as the type of

a perfect character, was so to train the body

and discipline the mind, as to make the In-

dividual independent of society, and able, under

all circumstances, by his own aptitude and

resources, to minister to his support. This

idea was strengthened and, as it were, coun-

* De Repub. ii, 9.
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tenanced by the clear perception which he had,

and which he has graphically pictured, of the

coming storm, with all its fearful vicissitudes,

of the great Revolution, and which, by ex-

posing the helplessness of mere rank or wealth,

served to prove the reasonableness of his own

suggestions. For could any one be so isolated,

morally, as to be insensible to social influences,

it is obvious that, in taking up a life of labour,

he would have no prejudices to overcome, and

thus, that, unaffectable by circumstances which

to others would be most distressing, he would

be independent as well of political changes as

of others’ assistance.

There is an obvious analogy, at first sight,

between the systems of Locke and Eousseau,(')

in that each of them seeks, by judicious and

watchful training from birth, under an intelli-

gent and devoted tutor, to form pervading

habits of temperance, diligence and docility

;
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that each would give to his tuition, whether

in letters, drawing or mechanics, a practical

character ; and that each would have the

pupil learn a manual employment of some

kind, “whether as a carpenter, joiner, or

turner.” But here the parallel closes ; for the

one, intent upon the Education of a youth,

who, by his rank and fortune, was to be far

above the necessity for labour, regarded all

such occupations as mere accessories for

amusement, or for filling up leisure hours

;

whereas the other, casting aside all con-

siderations of rank or fortune, and foreseeing,

as has been said, great reverses at hand, had

so fashioned the habits and disciplined the

feelings, that his pupil, under all circumstances,

should be in his place, and, whether doing or

suffering, prepared for the part which it

became him to perform. He was, in fact,

while fraught with means for his independent

G
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support, to be a citizen of the world, one

living in without actually belonging to a

civilized community, and able to maintain his

individuality of character, uninfluenced by the

form of the government and unmodifled by

the changing fashions and opinions of the day.

It may be granted that this plan, were it

practicable, Avould, by forming a simple and

manly character, realize much that is contem-

plated by every well-devised Education ; but

yet, when closely looked into, it displays such

incongruities and imaginary situations, as go

far to exclude it from didactic writings. The

Treatise opens with the dogma, that “ every

thing is good as it leaves the hands of the

Creator, and that every thing degenerates in

the hands of man”, which, besides its irreverent

antagonism, involves the hypothesis, that man,

in his progress towards civilization, mars the

very design, which, as by nature he is social, he
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has been ordained to fulfil. Thus, by over-

looking or disregarding this essential element

of man’s constitution, and indulging in idle

reveries of perfectibility, Rousseau was led to

attribute all the ills of life, not to the errors of

man’s free will, but, to the inequalities, pride

and prejudice of social life, and to assume that

those ills could be alleviated only by bringing

all ranks down to the condition of labour.

But here he either did not perceive or was

unwilling to admit that inequality, both as to

mental and physical powers, is the law of

nature, and that distinctions, which, hastily

considered, seem to be the offspring of violence

and injustice, cannot, being of primeval origin,

be excluded, by any polity, from any stage of

social existence. It was, however, this hypo-

thesis, wild as it may seem, that the ills of life

emanate, not from the errors or vices of in-

dividuals or the defects inseparable from hu-
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manity, but from the institutions and associated

prejudices and exceptions of society, which

was, in part, the cause, while it was put forth

as the apology, for the frightful excesses of

the revolution. For some of its leaders, who

Avere among his most ardent followers, and

saturated with his opinions, sought, by levelling

all conditions of rank and fortune, to establish

a community, in which there should be neither

distinctions of birth nor gradations of wealth.

Although this Treatise, in its design, may be

regarded as impracticable and incongruous, yet

it may be said to abound with pertinent ob-

servations and profitable suggestions, which

may still find, as they have^ heretofore found

their place, in other and more feasible plans.

The work had been anticipated in much, as

has been shewn, by the writings, which

Eousseau confessedly had studied, both of

Quintilian and Locke ; but it alone has sug-
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gested that the pupil should, for every kind of

attainment, whether of literature, accomplish-

ments, or corporeal strength or agility, he his

own competitor, and so made sensible, without

the exultation or heart-burning elicited by

success or defeat, in competition, whether he

had or not improved since his last trial.

Rousseau gave to his whole scheme, in fact,

a practical tendency, and, with this intent, he

offers expedients which, “ without lectures or

rules that will be ever slipping from the

memory”, are very likely to make a lasting

impression. In order, for instance, to make

his pupil sensible of the little value of outward

appearances, he would place the writing or

drawing, if well done, in a common frame,

while a far more showy one should be used

for less successful performances ; and, follow-

ing Locke, he would have the boy’s dress- suit

made less convenient than his every day’s
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attire, in order to lead him to associate this

kind of finery with constraint and discomfort.

And, by way of imparting a sense of property,

or rather making the boy aware that there are

other interests than his own, he suggests

that the tutor should, as if without leave, take

a small plot of ground for a garden, which he

and his pupil are to water and cultivate

together, and as soon as the flowers or herbs

have appeared, and the boy is rejoicing over

the fruits of his industry, they are, some

morning, to find the whole place rudely turned

up, and all their hopes disappointed. The

author of this apparent mischief is, to appear-

ance, unknown, but the gardener is sent for,

and he, so far from admitting any wrong,

reproves both tutor and pupil for taking

possession of what did not belong to them,

and turning out some valuable seeds which

he had already sown there, in order to make
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way for some common ones of their own. But

this last device, although masked, is still an

artifice, and when discovered, as sooner or

later it must be, will seem to give a tacit

sanction to duplicity or prevarication, when-

ever circumstances shall seem to justify

their employment. Thus, as neither this nor

any other such expedient can, even with the

purest intentions, be carried out without a

fiction which borders on untruthfulness, it

cannot be admitted among the means of

Education, the chief duty of which is the

interdiction even of the semblance of falsehood.

In his prefatory remarks he has observed,

“ notwithstanding the many books which are

said to have no other aim than the public

good, the subject of Education, which, as the

art of forming men, aims at the highest good,

is still overlooked
; it was new after Locke’s

work, and will, I fear, continue to be so after
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mine.” There is no want of books, however,

upon the subject, although none, it is true,

have either abiding authority or present in-

fluence. And the reason is, that, as the

fulfilment of Education is but the fulfilment

of duties, the investigation of it can evolve

only truisms, which can have interest only for

those who are seeking how to obey them.

But then the important duties concerned in

fashioning the habits of childhood and instilling

the rudiments of learning cannot but clash

with the avocations of society, and the pursuits

of business ; and many, therefore, will con-

tinue still to look for a scheme of Education

which shall dispense with their cooperation,

care, and devotedness, as many will be ever

seeking for wealth, without the practice of

self-denial or the exercise of assiduous exertion.
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CHAPTER III.

The systems ofEducation which have just been

reviewed, show that their authors, although

they lived at very different periods and under

very different conditions of society, were

unanimous upon two points—first, and above

all, that the formation of good habits, by

careful and persistive training, is an essential

prelude to Education in the sense of in-

struction; and, in the second place, while

differing as to the age when instruction should

begin, that particular regard should be had by

teachers, in their lessons, to the nature and

inclinations of childhood. Those systems are.
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no doubt, for all which does not concern child-

hood, more or less inapplicable to modern

times, yet it may be affirmed that each of them

is replete with valuable observation, and that,

with due allowance for political and social

differences, they, together, embody nearly all

that can be said upon Education under its

most perfect form. Their writers were, con-

fessedly, intent, not upon Education as an art

which has to minister to the many and varied

requirements of social life, but upon a con-

tinuous course of instruction, which was to

impart the principles of every branch of learn-

ing, and to be closed in the schools with early

manhood.

Thus, as their injunctions and suggestions,

however valuable in themselves, could be

realized only by the affluent, they may be said

to leave all other conditions unprovided for,

which is like restricting to a class those in-
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fluences which ought to be shed over society

at large. It may be, as Plutarch, in his own

case, seems to suggest, that they had left it to

Individuals to select, each according to his own

discretion and circumstances, a portion of that

perfect whole ; but this, it may be said, is not

only to shrink from an author’s responsibility,

but, virtually, to assign to the manyan education

at once incongruous and distorted. But there

is no reason why the great principles of Educa-

tion should not be so adapted to age and cir-

cumstances as to form a system, which shall

be, in itself, complete, and calculated, there-

fore, to prepare the Individual for the better

fulfilment of his personal and social duties.

So much importance was attached by those

writers to the training and instruction of child-

hood, that they seem to consider the habits so

formed and the rudiments so imparted as

essentially necessary to a good Education, as
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accessory means are to the practice of medicine,

or suitable materials to the realizations of

sculpture. They display so much solicitude

about “ little or almost insensible impressions

in infancy”, that to those who have not well

considered their own nature, or recorded the

lasting impressions which may be traced to

the dawn of consciousness, their injunctions

and exhortations cannot but appear fastidious

or exaggerated. Could society, however, but

once be familiarized with the great truths

embodied in those opinions, it would, from

percei\'ing in children the good or evil ten-

dencies of the succeeding generation, be

awakened to a due sense of the responsibility

which is attached to the charge of the first

years of life. For as the child may be looked

upon as the material out of which the adult is

to be formed, and as, while in that first stage,

the being is yet plastic, it is susceptible.
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humanly speaking, of a beautiful as it is of a

distorted impress. And that impress, happily,

is not altogether dependent upon the circum-

stances of Fortune, as although Indigence may

interfere with the acquisition of the learning

which is derived from books and imparted by

teachers, it cannot preclude the formation of

habits, which compensate for many deficiencies,

and give their true value to rank or wealth.

The first impressions are received at home,

and if the child hear spoken only what is

correct and pure, it cannot give utterance to,

because it cannot have learnt what is coarse

or indelicate ; if sacred names are never

uttered without awe, or religious services

alluded to without reverence, it cannot but

imbibe reverential feelings; if tenderly and

consistently brought up, it will he docile, and

docility, so nurtured, will seek for improve-

ment, in after years ; if angry passions are
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never displayed in its presence, its own may,

at least, remain dormant, until reason and

religion shall have given the power to hold

them in subjection. Horace* would seem to

have typified an individual so trained and

taught in his Ofellus, who, as every scholar

knows, is represented as rude in learning

while hiswords are redolent ofhigh philosophy

;

and although literature, in such a case, might
j

diversify knowledge and furnish more topics •

for reflexion, it could not give clearer views of !

life or a healthier tone to the understanding.

It is obvious that an individual cannot

become learned in letters or versed in science,

—cannot, that is, be fully educated,—unless

circumstances will admit of a large portion of

his youth being disengaged from any other

pursuit or avocation than that of study.

Nevertheless, as it is possible, amid straight-

• * Sat. lib. ii, 2.
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ened circumstances, to impart to childhood by

domestic watchfulness and example, rudi-

mental morals for future conduct, so equally

is it possible to furnish the growing faculties,

with rudimental learning, in reading, writing

and arithmetic, for future improvement. Be-

yond the rudiments of learning, however,

when the time for receiving instruction must

be short. Education cannot and ought not, it

may be said, to go, since its sole object here, if

anywhere, is to exercise, not the memory, but,

the understanding, and supply it with topics

for reflection and self-instruction in after life.

The sole object of this Treatise is to investi-

gate the general principles of Education, and

it must be left to those who are experienced

in tuition to determine, in each particular

instance, when it should be commenced upon,

and what means should be employed for its

fulfilment. It has been shown that the most
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eminent writers have differed with respect to

the age when instruction should first be

attempted, while they all are agreed in recom-

mending due consideration for the nature of

childhood, and suggesting various expedients,

whereby the first approach to learning may be

both facilitated and made pleasant. For it is

an important part of the teacher’s office to

render acceptable to childhood the restraint

and repetition which cannot be dispensed with,

and so to impart the first lessons that they

may not create that distaste for books and dis-

inclination for study, which often are called up

by ill-directed tuition, and manifested through

the whole of life. The eminent men, whose

works have been referred to, considered no

expedient, however trite or simple, beneath

their notice, if it did but consult the inclina-

tions of the young, and render learning both

easy and pleasant.
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If what has been advanced be true to

nature, it may be conceded that when Educa-

tion cannot, from any cause, be continued

beyond boyhood, it can work good only while

it is confined to such elements of learning or

science, as can readily be made instrumental

to self-instruction. If individuals rise to a

higher position, then, as fresh duties and

obligations must be incurred, there will, of

course, be occasion for further acquirements

;

but these, if the elements have been well

taught, will lie within reach, and, in their due

employment, find a guarantee against abuse.

And, although trite, it cannot be too often

repeated, that, while the bulk of mankind

must, of necessity, be restricted to the elements

of learning, the solid welfare of the individual

is neither bound up with large social respon-

sibility, nor made dependent upon literature

or science.

H
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Inequality is the great law of nature, and

human society, which, for its various otSces,

requires various degrees of ability and learning,

strength and dexterity, may be regarded as a

type of it. For as social life involves, neces-

sarily, many offices, it must be that to some

should be allotted the humbler, and to others

the higher duties ; that some should be

accountable only for what is personal, while

others must incur wider obligations and deeper

responsibilities. Thus, some can require be-

cause they can employ only rudimental learn-

ing, while others must enlarge the sphere of

their acquirements, that they may be enabled

to trace the records of history, and judge of

mankind under all its varied influences and

conditions, that is, study to become enlightened

politicians and profound jurists.

Next to reading and writing, and hardly less

influential in the cultivation of the intellect, is
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an acquaintance with grammar, because it is

the embodiment of the principles of language

which is the characteristic feature of humanity.

Those principles are detected, it is true, after

language has undergone many changes, and it

may be granted that the distinctions set up by

grammarians have no foundation in nature ;

vet still those distinctions serve to elucidate

the relations of words to one another, and may

become a source of mental or abstract study

and profitable meditation in after life. But

the scholars who first elucidated those dis-

tinctions and relations treated of them as

abstractions, and, by adopting a classical

nomenclature, they made grammar, which, of

necessity, is abstruse, inaccessible to those

whose Education must be confined to the

mother tongue, and, by the exigencies of

poverty, closed, while the pupil is yet in boy-

hood. If, however, instead of the latinisms
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now in use, which, so far from being, as terms

ought to be, an assistance to the learner, are

but an additional load for his memory, a

nomenclature were formed out of household

words, and if rules were couched in an

idiomatic style, and explained by simple and

apposite examples, it is hardly being over

sanguine to suppose that distinct notions of

all that is meant by English grammar might

be imparted to many even during boyhood.

And it might be that, as one cultivated

language is the type of every other, some con-

ception, however faint, might through the

mother tongue, be formed of universal gram-

mar, which is the source of mental philosophy,

and the key to abstract knowledge.

Rousseau, who, like Locke, gave to his

whole system of training and tuition a prac-

tical character, offers, as a first lesson in cos-

mology, an expedient, which, mutatis mutandis.
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may, when the pupil is of a suitable age, be

adapted for any branch of science. He sug-

gests that the teacher should, some fine

evening, take his pupil to see the sun set, and

next morning to see it rise, and lead him,

through his own observations as it were, (for

all should seem to emanate from himself), to

perceive that the one place is opposite to

the other, and that each is distinguished by

its own colours and degrees of illumination.

Having observed these appearances, and con-

versed upon them somewhat casually, in order

to avoid the formality of instruction, the

teacher is recommended to light upon some

expedient for asking. What is the cause of all

this ? But here, so far from pressing for an

answer or hurrying to find one, he should

rather elude his pupil’s wish for an explanation,

and leave him, for a time, to muse over the

facts which have been noted, and concoct, out
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of his own head, some kind of solution, how-

ever conjectural, concerning them. When

the teacher shall have advanced thus far, he

may interpose and elucidate the phenomena,

as far as the hoy’s intelligence will enable him

to follow the reasoning. This kind of prac-

tical teaching will make the youth sensible of

the necessity as well for close observation as

for variety of knowledge, before any of the

operations of nature can he rightly appre-

hended ; and he may perchance he led, when

thus instructed, to cultivate those subsidiary

means, by which alone those operations can be

successfully compassed.

Education, when viewed in its wider rela-

tions, presents still many of the same differences

of opinion, which prevailed even in the age of

Aristotle, and which yet remain unsettled.

It is to this day an open question, whether the

legislature should or should not have control
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over Education ; whether it should be com-

pleted at school, or at home ; and, lastly,

whether its tendency should be to moral and

scholastic learning, or to scientific and practical

knowledge. In the review of Aristotle’s

opinions upon this topic, it w'as shewn how he

contends, as for a great principle, that the

legislator ought always to exercise a large and

positive influence over the Education of the

young. For as the polity of a state, if it have

not been imposed by violence or conquest, is

the embodiment of the prevailing habits, in-

timate convictions and opinions of a people,

it seems at first sight almost a truism that

Education should be in accordance with the

other institutions, should be under law, and,

substantively, the same for all. Montesquieu*

appears to have adopted this great dogma, for

he argues that, as the first laws to which we

^ Esprit des Lois, liv. iv, chap. 1.
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are subject are those of Education, and, as they

prepare us for becoming citizens, each family

ought to be governed upon the plan of the

great family, which comprises them all.

It may, however, be answered, that a perfect

polity, one, that is, in which the distinctive

element is preserved in pristine purity, like

perfect health or perfect goodness, is an ideal

condition, since none of the institutions of a

state can for an hour be withdrawn from the

changes which time is ever bringing about,

and which are constantly disturbing the

balance of its constitution. Every polity, in

fact, owing to these disturbances, is continually

approaching to or receding from those forms,

with which it has the closest affinity. Thus,

the despotism is swayed by aristocratical or

republican tendencies, while the republic is

ever departing from and losing its real type in

oligarchical or democratic innovations. But
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the monarchy, being governed by strict law, is

broadly distinguished by its many and varied

antagonisms,from other less complicated forms;

and it may be conceded to Aristotle that

Education cannot, in either of the former

polities, when pure, be left to Individuals,

without risk to the supreme power, whether it

be represented by one or by many. And when-

ever Institutions are founded upon the assump-

tion, no matter how arrived at, that the con-

stitution and public weal may be confided to

the intelligence and patriotism of the people.

Education cannot be made compulsory or even

receive a special direction without departing

from obvious principles, and doing violence to

acknowledged privileges. But, whether public

or private, education ought, clearly, to be ver-

nacular, since moral and social duties are alike

opposed to boys being brought up in a foreign

country ; for although they may acquire, when
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SO situated, at least in colloquial facility, a

second tongue, their own may be vitiated by

solecisms of expression or accent, and they

cannot but acquire habits of thought and

manner which will tend too surely to weaken

the love of country and loosen the ties of

domestic sympathy and affection.

Now, all writers agree that the first educa-

tion of the boy should be at home, but they

differ whether, as he approaches puberty, it

should still be carried on at home, or be

completed at a public school. In the majority

of instances, there is, obviously, from the force

of circumstances, no option ; but parents who

have it in their power to make an election,

find it difdcult, amid conflicting opinions, to

determine which of the systems is to be pre-

ferred, The advocates for education at home

maintain that it offers better security for the

preservation of the boy’s morals ; that it admits
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of the adaptation of management and tuition

to the Individual’s inclination and ability

;

and that it secures for the pupil the undivided

attention of the teacher. For there must

ever, it is argued, be risk to morals from

association with a number brought casually

together, and among whom some may be iU-

disposed, and, since the teacher cannot watch

over many, remain uncorrected to the prejudice

of those of purer habits. Nor can it be doubted

that, notwithstanding system and classification,

a school must work irrespectively of individual

endowment and inclinations, and expose the

less prominent and intelligent to an authority,

which, being unrestricted, must vitiate the

best feelings of both parties.

It is argued, on the other hand, that public

education has in its favour the sanction of some

of the ablest Legislators and best writers of all

times ; that the instruction imparted to one
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may and ought to be made profitable for many;

that emulation, which is incompatible with a

private system, serves to develope talent while

it precludes, by generous competition, an over-

weening opinion of personal ability or merit

;

that school, being an epitome of public life,

is the best preparation for one whose career is

to be public and whose opinions are to in-

fluence his contemporaries; and, lastly, that

it alone can conduce to the formation of those

friendships which, springing out of the same

pursuits and studies, are as binding as the

nearest relationship. With respect to the

morals, it is contended that, although they

may be vitiated by the promiscuous association

of school, home itself is not without its risks,

sometimes from the excessive indulgence of

fond parents or relations ; sometimes from un-

timelyand luxurious entertainments, or meretri-

cious exhibitions ; occasionally, from the indis-
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cretion or carelessness of the tutor ; and, often,

from the manners and conversation of bad ser-

vants. Thus, the dispute merges into that wide

category of moral and social questions, which

depend upon so many conditions and accidents

as to preclude any absolute decision, and

which, as they elude every form of inductive

proof, can never be removed from the domain

of opinion. The result, in any particular

instance, besides, may depend less upon the

systetn which may have been adopted than

upon the training and tuition of boyhood and

the natural inclinations of the youth, since, if

those have been neglected and these be per-

verse, neither system can be held responsible

for an unfavourable result.

As in all times opinions have been divided

upon the question, whether Education should

be public or private, so, likewise, does it

remain unsettled, whether its tendency should
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be to impart moral or scientific and practical

knowledge. They who object to the former, or

as it may be considered a classical education,

argue, that it is engaged so exclusively upon

the languages and literature of the ancients as

to lead to a neglect of what is due to the

moderns
;

that, as translations have made

accessible to the English reader all that is

really valuable in those languages, they can

give little more than words, and, therefore, in

themselves cannot compensate for the time and

labour employed upon their acquisition ; that

the knowledge of external nature, by the

labours of successive generations, has been so

widely developed, as to render futile all that,

in those ages, was most authoritative; and

thus, that, as such an Education can neither

facilitate communication with other people nor

supply any useful suggestion for practical

purposes, it can tend to little more than
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pedantry, and vague or erroneous notions upon

physical science. But scholars will answer,

that, as such an Education is to cultivate and

give a right direction to man’s intellectual and

moral nature, it is only on the threshold of its

application, when it is closed in the schools

;

that it is intended to be, not instruction for

immediate use, hut such a preparation of the

faculties as shall enable the mind to turn its

powers, readily and efficiently, to any topic

;

that being a viaticum for the whole of life, it

is to be constantly enlarged and improved by

the study and observation of future years; and,

lastly, that it is to be as wide in its application

as the requirements which can minister to the

well-being and moral progress of society. It

is begging the question, besides, to assume

that a translation can, with the general purport

of a passage, transfuse into its words those in-

cidental and delicate allusions, which unveil
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motives, and exhibit the latent causes of

actions; and it is to overlook the purest

sources of learning to infer, that every word of

one language has its congener in another.

Thus, it is a mistake to suppose that one tongue

can be rendered by another
;
but even on this

narrow ground, as the most cultivated of the

modern languages have been more or less

derived from, and modelled upon those of

antiquity, he who is versed in the latter has,

clearly, the best clue for penetrating to the in-

most recesses of the former. The objection

which has sometimes been raised against

classical studies, that, instead of making

scholars, they encourage pedantry, is but the

old argument against abuse, and which, as

man abuses all, even his highest privileges,

may be advanced against every acquirement.

A classical education, in fine, may be regarded

as the prolongation of that mental culture
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which was begun in early life, and which here,

in its fullest development, is calculated, not

only to supply the faculties Avith strength and

acumen, but to fit them for prosecuting any

inquiries or fulfilling any duties.

The exclusive study of the sciences which

constitute Physiology has been objected to, on

the ground that “ they are not the great or

frequent business of the human mind, and

that whether we provide for action or conver-

sation, wish to be pleasing or useful, the first

requisite is the religious and moral knowledge

of right and wrong ; the next is an acquain-

tance with the history of mankind, and with

those examples which may be said to embody

truth, and prove by events the reasonableness

of opinions.” According to this view of

learning, an Education which should give

exclusive attention to physical inquiries w'ould

constitute a fallacious sciolism, since, by over-

I
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looking all those thoughts and aspirations,

which, to the mind’s eye, are as real as is light

to vision, it must dwarf the higher faculties,

and bring down knowledge to be an instrument

for ministering to the wants and wishes of the

passing generation. But the value of any

acquirement, scientific or literary, on the

contrary, should be estimated less by utilitarian

results than by its influence upon the under-

standing, and its suggestions for intellectual

and moral improvement.

It is scarcely possible for an individual to

be at once a deep scholar and a profound

physiologist. Yet some, whose vocation it is,

may, happily, so combine literature with

natural science, as to render them mutually

illustrative of one another. For as all the

virtues, to use Cicero’s* words, are yoked and

bound together, so all the branches of know-

Tusc. Qusest., iii, 17.

'f
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ledge are but links of one chain, which, with-

out irreverence, may be said to reach from

earth to heaven. Such, however, is the extent

of knowledge, and such the limits to our

faculties and labours, that no one may hope

for more than to be well versed in the theory

and practice of his own particular art; for

each, in order to attain to that degree of per-

fection which has been conceded to humanity,

must select his own corner of the vineyard,

and content himself with a limited area, if he

mean to go far below the surface.

Johnson* has illustrated this great truth in

his delineation of what is required to constitute

a poet ; and Bichatt has proved, by reasoning

from physiology, that superiority in one art or

science is almost necessarily purchased by

mediocrity in all the others. And although,

as he observes, this conclusion, which was

* Rasselas, chap. x. f Recherches Physiologiques.
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consecrated by an old proverb and admitted

by most of the ancient philosophers, has been

contested by some of the moderns, it may still

be maintained that, “ having for its foundation

one of the great laws of the animal economy,

it remains and will remain as immoveable as

the base on which it rests.” Granting, how-

ever, that universality of acquirements is a

chimera, and that individuals who would

approach perfection must devote themselves to

that particular subject which they may have

selected as the business of life, it is still

possible to derive assistance from the investi-

gations and labours of others, in other depart-

ments of science. Thus, the physician who,

by physiology, cannot estimate the moral as he

can the physical constitution of man’s nature,

requires for the fulfilment of his duties the

elucidations of casuistry; while the moralist,

who, by ethics, cannot judge of temperamental
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and sentient influences, must have recourse to

physiology in order rightly to distinguish

motives, and clearly to perceive the sources

of actions.

Seeing the wide extent of science in the

present day, and that the human faculties

remain what they were, we must not allow

ourselves to forget that no one, however richly

educated or highly favoured, can hope, at the

time when manhood opens, to have gathered

an amount of learning, or acquired an accuracy

of observation such as can dispense with

further study. For the largest amount of

general and particular knowledge gathered in

the schools has to be tempered by association

and practice ;
hypotheses are to be exchanged

for theories ;
and theories to be matured by

the experience which can only be gained by

the anxieties of responsibility. This com-

bination of acquired knowledge with mental
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aptitude, this power, which the well cultirated

mind possesses, of collecting, by its own

suggestions, fresh notions, and so widening,

confirming or modifying those which hare

been derived from reading or observation, is

the progress of a perfect education, but which

the longest and most devoted life may not hope

to see completed in this state of being.

If what has been advanced with respect to

the human capacity and the influences of

education be true to Nature, it seems to follow

that, as knowledge is something acquired by

the exercise of the indiAuduars faculties, inde-

pendently, in some sense, of what may have

been derived from teachers and lodged in the

memory, mere oral teaching can communicate

little more than words, and words so acquired

can never realize facts, or give power to the

understanding. The hearer, if already busied

with the subject of the lecture, may no doubt
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gather from it suggestions, and so facilitate his

own progress; but otherwise, if it have no

reference to his own pursuits or studies, its

only result will be a kind of sciolism. In order

to gain knowledge, we must all learn to exercise

our own faculties, and to endure the labour of

patient observation and protracted study
; but,

by so persevering, whether or not distinguished,

we shall, while appreciating the wmrks of men

more successful than ourselves, gain the pri-

vilege of freedom from slavish subjection to

their opinions. In fact, each must labour

for himself, be content, for a time to creep

slowly and darkly along the road which leads

to the temple of knowledge, and often, it

may be, grow weary and be disheartened at

perceiving how devious and uncertain the

progress towards it is. But this is the only

road, and, being traced by Nature’s hand, w^e

all must follow it if we would acquire the
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professional aptitude and right conduct, which

constitute the true business and science of

life.

Since there is no immediate relation between

the moral sense of responsibUity and the per-

ceptive faculties, it may be questioned whether

the fitness of individuals for public offices can ?

be rightly tested by any kind of examinations, 1

oral or written. It is open to common oh-
|

servation, that those faculties, when active and '

aided by a ready memory, not unfrequently

give a seeming intelligence, which is no index

either of the judgment or practical usefulness

of the individual. Thus, the examination may
;

result in the selection of one who, with less '

solid knowledge and a less matured judgment,

has readiness in displaying what he has learnt,

and in the rejection of another, whose whole

career might be marked by increasing aptitude f

for, and deeper sense of, the obligations of his |

f

V
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duty. And, besides, the preparation for the

trial is unwholesome, because it surcharges the

memory while it leaves the higher faculties in

abeyance, and it may unfortunately lead the

successful candidate to consider his education

over, and further application uncalled for when

the immediate object has been obtained. ( )

The subject of religious teaching, in relation

to Education, has been thus far deferred, both

because it is too important to be treated as

an incidental topic, and too exclusive and

weighty to be intercalated with other matter.

It has been deferred, too, on account of the

doubts and difficulties which arise when Edu-

cation is studied as an art, in determining the

age and manner at and by which such instruc-

tion should be imparted. For no one can have

observed childhood and reflected upon the

sacred theme of theology, without perceiving

that it is scarcely possible to make known its
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solemn truths in early life, without dogmatism,

and scarcely possible to make those truths,

when thus taught, subservient to piety. If

sacred tenets be imparted when as yet they

can be hut words, there is the danger of

giving a kind of general sanction to affirma-

tions before their full import is apprehended,

and if, on the other hand, they are withheld

until the faculties and sentiments are prepared

for their reception, there is danger that gross

superstition, or, worse than superstition, false

and degrading notions of spiritual things, may

have been implanted during the interval.

Good, in fact, here, as in all else, lies between

the extremes ; and happy indeed is he who

can grasp that good, without its concomitant

evil

!

Locke has dwelt at some length upon the

subject; but his remarks and suggestions serve

rather to make us sensible of the onerous re-
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sponsibility of a decision than to show how it

ought to be arrived at. He recommends that

there should very early be imprinted on the

child’s mind, as the foundation of virtue, “ a

true notion of God, as of the independent

Supreme Being, author and maker of all

things, and from whom we receive all our

good”. “ This is enough to begin with”, he

adds in another passage, “ lest the head should

be either filled with false, or perplexed with

unintelligible, notions of Him”. But without

seeking for special accuracy or being hyper-

critical, it may still be inquired what period

of childhood is meant by “ very early”, as the

question, if it could be answered, ought not to

have been left to individual judgment or pre-

judice.

Locke, in fact, here, like so many others

who have treated of this topic, was seeking

for the man in the child, without sufficiently
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considering what the chUd is before it becomes

a man. Forgetful of his o\^m many allusions

to the limited capacity of childhood, and the

folly of attempting to “ persuade by argument

a boy of three or seven years old as if he were

a grown man”, he yet would attempt to make

one of tender age comprehend attributes, at

the mere contemplation of which the mind, to

use Johnson’s words, sinks down in passive

helplessness, content with calm submission and

humble adoration.

But although the child cannot form a

notion of God, as he is contemplated in the

immensity and eternity of his attributes by

theology, and, it may he said, by philosophy,

stm, if carefully and tenderly brought up, he

may, even at an early age, by the analogy of

parental solicitude (if such analogy may,

without irreverence, be adopted), have some
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faint perception of what religion would in-

culcate. For religion, as if legislating for the

infirmity of our faculties, appeals less to the

intellect than the heart, because in the senti-

ments she finds her surest support and her

truest interpretation. And thus, although

theism may be far beyond the apprehension of

childhood, the gospel can, through the ten-

derness and sensibility of its teaching and

diction, find an entrance to the youthful mind,

and furnish it, while developing, with hopes

and motives such as reason cannot impart, or

indigence take away.

Thus far Education can go, but it can go no

further ; it can shew how genial habits are to

be formed, and how the faculties are to be

nurtured, but here her ofiice closes. For

although it is possible, by example, and by

prayer suited to the disposition and capacity
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of a child, to educate it to be religious, the

power of forming a pious and devout spirit

lies beyond the offices and ministrations of

this world.

THE END.
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NOTE 1—Page 1.

The Latin word Educatio, from which our Education

is obviously derived, was not employed strictly or

consistently by the classic writers, and this laxity

of application has been transferred with it into

modern languages. In its verbal form, it was used

in the sense of drawing out (properties) or bringing

up, and so made to signify the germination of

plants or training of animals
;

it was then extended

to the first cares or training, bestowed upon child-

hood. Cicero* represents the Earth as the Educator

(pringer up or trainer) and nourisher of aU things,

(omnium rerum Educator et altor est mundus,) and

Educatio he uses to signify the training of animals to

* Nat. D., ii, 34. De Fin., iii, 19. De Or., iii, 31.

Plun., 33.

IT
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labour (in educatione laborem cum cernimus)
;
but he

has also used it in the modern sense of Education.

Tacitus‘S uses educare to signify the nursing of in-

fancy (puer gremio ac sinu matris educohatur) and

educatioy strictly, as training (Dominum ac servum

nullis educationis deliciis dignoscas)
;
but he also,

like Cicero, makes Educator the synonym of tutor,

e.g,, Britannicus primumvenenum ab ipsis educatoribus

accepit, (took the first poison from his Educators or

Tutors^ and, elsewhere, gives to educatio its present

meaning. Quintilian, who, with respect to words, must

have been a purist, makes educatio our preparatory

and institutio our academic education. Plinyf also

distinguishes instituere from the early education of

boys, as duo mares quos diligentissime instituit

;

and

Suetonius^ has fixed, it may be said, the value of the

terms, in his day, as plurimorum liberos et educavit et

instituit, Cicero, on the other hand, in some passages,

uses institutio as educatio, or a preparatory educa-

tion
;
and, again, he gave to it a physical rather than

an educational sense, as, in omni institutione rerum

;

h. e., in omnibus rebus quas natura instituit,

Eabelais, who was born in 1483 and died in 1553,

* 0. 28. G. 20. Ann. xiii., 15.

t 46, 1 Ep. X. X Aug. cap. xlviii, 16.
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has employed the derivative instituer for educating

;

and Montaigne, the date of whose birth was about the

time of Eabelais" death, entitled his Essay on Educa-

tion, or rather on the method employed in his own

boyhood, De VInstitution des Enfans, so that they

both seem to have followed Quintilian. Our Shak-

speare, however, has everywhere used education in

its present sense.

The synonym in the Greek for education {iraLOela),

through all its modifications, is derived from boy

(7ra69), as if implying, by this idiom, that pastime

(irathLo), training and tuition should be adapted to the

age and disposition
;
and the term from which

our own school is derived, signifying leisure or spare

time, seems to indicate that, as the young boy is

unable, from the tenderness of his nature, to bear much

exertion, learning ought not to be made a task or

labour to him. Plato indeed employs rpo<^rj, which is

nourishment, to express the training or rudimental

instruction of the young, as if the formation of habits

should be coeval with the growth of the body.
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NOTE 2—Page 8.

For good or ilV ‘"May we not then, Adei-

mantns,"" said Socrates, “assert, that it is the finest

natures which become pre-eminently wicked under the

infiuences of a bad education ? or think you that

great crimes and unredeemed villainy spring from a

depraved disposition, rather than from one naturally

virtuous, but ruined in the training ? Now, it appears

to me that a feeble nature can be the source neither

of good nor evil. But, if the disposition, which we have

agreed to consider as truly philosophical, meet with

genial instruction, it must, as the individual grows up,

attain to all excellence
;
but, on the other hand, if such

a disposition be cradled and trained amid vicious in-

fiuences, then, without divine interposition, it must

be an example of every wickedness. Shall we then

hold with the multitude, that youths are corrupted by

the sophists, who are only a few uninfluential indivi-

duals, and not perceive that they who so charge them

are, themselves, the great delinquents ? For is it not

they who educate and fashion to their own modes of

thinking and acting, both the young and old, the men

and women?"'’ “When so?"" Adeimantus asked,

“ Whenever,"" Socrates replied, “ numbers are crowded
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together in pubKc meetings, theatres, or assemblies,

and make the very walls re-echo with their hooting or

clapping at what may have been proposed or said

;

what, think you, can be the moral influence of all this

upon the young ? or what education can you suppose

able to retain its hold, and so resist all this senseless

applause and censure, as not to be carried away by

it and drowned as by a torrent in its course —Plato

de Repuhlicd, lib. vi E. p. 33.

NOTE 3—Page 9.

''Potentiality'' This is the representative of the

term adopted by Aristotle to distinguish the flrst

or embryonic stage of life,—the living germ, which

is endowed with a capacity or power of developing

into a perfect being
;
and this perfect or adult con-

dition, he has distinguished by another term, which

may be translated reality. Thus, an egg, (taken as

an example) is, in potentiality, a hen, as an acorn

is an oak, and the hen or tree is of each the readity;

while the successive growths of the chick or sapling

may be regarded as links in the chain of development.
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The two terms represent, in fact, the germinal and

adult conditions of beings endowed with life, and,

therefore, comprehend and distinguish, from inorganic

bodies, all individuals of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms.

NOTE 4

—

Page 13.
:

''Humoral Pathology.'' Hippocrates,* while al-

luding to former schools of philosophy, which had

derived every thing in nature from a single element,

whether fire or air, water or earth, criticises some '

of his contemporaries, who, following a like dogma,

had, so to say, formed the body out of one of the

corporeal humors or fiuids, blood, bile, or phlegm
;

<

and had adopted the principles of heat or cold to i

account for the manifest diflFerences of those fiuids, in '

colour as in quality. But, Hippocrates argues, if man
f

were formed out of a single fiuid, he could neither be
^

subject to illness, nor suffer pain, nor at most require

more than one kind of remedy, whereas there are many •

maladies and many remedies. If, however, the human

* De Nat. Horn.
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body be constituted of several fluids, then, as any one of

them may be preternaturally heated or cooled, inspis-

sated or diluted, it must give rise to disorder, and as

there must be many forms of disorder, so must there

also be of treatment. Now, the human body contains

and is constituted of blood, phlegm, and bile, and as

these humors are the sources of its health so are they

the causes of its disorder. It is in health, whenever

they are in a due relation to one another, in quantity,

quality, and combination, and disordered as soon as

any one of them is in excess or is deficient, or, being

isolated in some tissue, remains untempered by the

others. For whenever any one of them has been

poured out and remains as a distinct fluid, then, of

necessity, the part, into which it has been extravasated,

having this excess, must be a cause of pain and

disorder for the whole body. maintain, then,'" he

concludes, ‘‘that the human body is constituted,

naturally, of four elementary fluids, viz., blood, yellow

bile, black bile, and pituita or phlegm, and that these

elements are not convertible, either when within the

body or when extravasated and decomposing, into one

another."" This is, substantively, the Humoral Patho-

logy, which for ages kept possession of the schools,

and, although largely commented on by Galen, it
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remained hypothetical, until, by the advance of science,

its real purport and value were displayed in the

modern theory of the temperaments.

NOTE 5—Page 22.

''Dr. GalV As little more was attempted in the

text than a mere outline of the incidents by which

Gall* was led, from his first rude conception of some

kind of relation existing between ‘"the memory for

words and prominent eyes"'’ (between, that is, “the

particular talent and the particular external sign""),

to the theory of Phrenology, a brief summary of it

may not be unacceptable to the general reader. It

will be readily believed of such a man, that, “from

an early age, he was given to observation, and was

struck with the fact, that each of his brothers and

sisters, companions in play and school-fellows, was

distinguished, from other individuals, by some pecu-

liarity of talent or disposition. This alone points to

extraordinary acumen. But the first faint suggestion,

which, as a clue, guided him through a labyrinth of

* Combe’s System of Phrenology, vol. i, p. 15, passim.
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doubts and trials, was bis observing, while yet in

boyhood, that his school-fellows, who learned by heart

with great facility, and with whom he had, on the

account, extreme difficulty in competing, had promi-

nent eyes.^^ Some years afterwards, when he entered

the University, directing his attention, from the first,

to the students whose eyes were of this description, he

found that they all excelled in getting rapidly by
t

heart, “although many of them were by no means

distinguished in point of general talent."" From this

period, he was, by further study and observation, led

to the conviction that there must be an abiding and

universal relation between the external sign and the

faculty. Having this as standing ground, he extended

his observations, and by degrees he discerned what

appeared to him to be “ external characteristics, indi-

cating a decided disposition for other acquirements, as

music, painting, or mechanical arts."" It is unnecessary

to foUow further the early steps of Gall in his

researches, as it can be readily conceived how, after a

multifarious accumulation of facts, he gradually asso-

ciated the external sign with the mental faculty, and

how, by classification, he built up at least the founda-

tion of that system, with which his name wiU be ever

identified. And it is due to him to say, that almost
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from the outset of his inquiries, he referred the in-

fluence, whatever it was, which gave the faculty, not

to the cranium, as has been erroneously represented,

but to the brain.

Thus, was Gall led to regard that organ as the

medium through which the mind, in this state of being,

manifests itself, and, consequently, as the seat of all

our faculties and propensities
;
and he further deter-

mined, as he supposed, (for it is not universally

assented to) that the cranium is the index, both of its

size and its exterior form. Now, it is evident that, if

the brain be to the mind what any other organ is to its

function, and if the cranium be the type of its size and

exterior form, the cranium will represent, with some-

thing like accuracy, the inequalities of the surface of the

brain
;
and so enable an observer to associate particular

endowments with particular elevations on the surface

—

that is, mental faculties or propensities with portions

of the cerebral substance. This exact relation between

the brain and the capacity of the cranium is, of course,

an essential condition, since, if it could once be shown

that a small brain, taken as an example, may coexist

with a large cranium, the whole system, as nature's

general laws admit of no exception, must be regarded

as hypothetical
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Cuvier* fully admits this relation, although he hesi-

tates with respect to what he termed and considered

the subordinate parts of the theory. “ The brain is/" he

says, ‘‘ moulded in and fills so exactly the cavity of the

cranium, that it may be regarded as a criterion of, at

least, the exterior form of the brain
;
and the brain is

the place where all our perceptions meet, the instru-

ment by which the mind combines and compares those

perceptions, draws inferences from them, in short,

refiects and thinks."" Still he hesitates,t as was ob-

served, in admitting that particular developments of

the cerebral substance, which are manifested by eleva-

tions of the cranium, are proofs of particular mental

endowments, in the same way as the general volume of

the hemispheres is the ratio of the direction and

power of the understanding."" He does not, in fact,

admit, as proved, that the mental faculties are ex-

ternally manifested in groups of cerebral organs.

The theory has far more absolute opponents, how-

ever, as there are Physiologists who deny that the

cranium is an unerring index either of the size or form

of the brain
;
who object to it, that the several assumed

cerebral organs are neither clearly distmguishable from

* Aiiat. Comparee, t. ii, p. 274,

t Rapport Hist., p. 254.
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one another, nor always, if distinguishable, consonant

with endowments
;
and others again argue that the

assumed organs are against all analogy, since they

imply contrariety of function with identity of struc-

ture.

A recent work by an eminent member of the

medical profession,* accords so far with Phrenology as

to admit, that certain bodies, at the base of the

cranium (such as the medulla oblongata, thalami, cor-

pora striata, tuber quadrigemina) are connected with

the animal appetites and instincts""; yet two obvious

facts are adduced to show that the theory, even on its

own grounds, involves contradictions. But it would

be contrary to all example, if this attempt to investi-

gate the mental phenomena and trace them to their

sources had so far succeeded as to conciliate all opinions,

and place the dogma on an incontrovertible basis. It

may be questioned whether it will ever obtain

universal assent; whether, that is, it can ever receive

such proof as will ensure conviction to the extent

which Gall laid claim to
;
but he may certainly be

said to have demonstrated the intimate connexion

which exists, although beyond our scrutiny, between

the mental faculties and the cerebral hemispheres.

* Brodie’s Psychol. Inq., p. 176, 227.
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NOTE 6

—

Page 80.

The words employed by Eousseau* to show the ex-

pediency of furnishing a pupil, however well situated,

with an occupation such as should give him the means

of independence under every reverse of fortune, are so

prognostic of the Eevolution, which, at that time, lay

hidden even from legislators and statesmen, that they

may be said to have an abiding and universal interest.

His words are— We are trusting to the present order

of Society, without considering that that order is

subject to inevitable revolutions; and that it is im-

possible to foresee or avert that trial, which may await

our children. The great becomes low, the rich poor,

the monarch a subject. Are, then, the reverses of

fortune so rare that any one may reckon upon being

exempt from them? We are approaching a crisis, and

an age of revolutions
;
and who shall answer for what

any one of us may then become ? Happy, indeed, is

he who, under such circumstances, knows how to quit

a condition which is quitting him, and to remain a

man in spite of the bulTetings of fortune."^

A clear perception, which was soon and fearfully

verified, of the coming storm, is attributed also to

* Emile, liv. iii.
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Madame de Montmorin,* wife of the Minister of Foreign

Affairs, while yet organic changes, then in progress,

and democratic influences, hitherto in abeyance, were

regarded by many upright and enlightened men as

harbingers of good, and as tending to the immediate

and lasting improvement of the institutions of the

country. That lady was seated at a window in Ver-

sailles, to view the procession of the nobles and deputies

on their way to church, at the opening of the States

General"" on the 5th of May, 1789; and Mme. de Stael,

who was placed next to her, sat indulging the liveliest

hopes for the future, from seeing, for the first time in

France, Eepresentatives of the Nation. But Madame

de Montmorin, perceiving her enthusiasm, said, with a

solemnity which made a deep impression, ‘‘You are

wrong in thus rejoicing; for great calamities will

follow from all this, to France and to us."" That un-

fortunate lady perceived, in her mind"s eye but too

clearly, the fearful close of this dazzling but specious

representation
—

“ She, with one of her sons, perished

on the scafibld; another son drowned himself; her

husband was among the victims of the 2nd September

;

her eldest daughter died in the hospital of a prison

;

and her youngest daughter, the accomplished Madame

* Considerations sur la Revolution Fran9aise, tome i, chap. 16.
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de Beaumont, sunk under the weight of her sorrows

before she had reached her thirtieth year. Well, indeed,

might Madame de Stael exclaim, “ The family of Niobe

herself was not more cruelly stricken, than was that of

this unhappy mother.""

NOTE 7—Page 121.

Swift * would seem to be alluding to some such test

as that which has been commented on, in the reasons

which he has attributed to the Government of Lilliput,

for the selection of candidates for public offices. In

choosing persons for aU employments,"" he observes,

they have more regard to good morals than to great

abilities
;
for since government is necessary to mankind,

they believe that the common size of human under-

standing is fitted to some station or other
;
and that

Providence never intended to make the management of

public afiairs a mystery to be comprehended only by a

few persons of sublime genius, of which there seldom

are three bom in an age; but they suppose truth,

justice, temperance, and the like, to be in every man"s

power
;
the practice of which virtues, assisted by ex-

perience and a good intention, would qualify any man

* Swift’s works, vol. vi., p. 55.
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for the service of his country, except where a course of

study is required. But they thought the want of moral

virtues was so far from being supplied by superior

endowments of the mind, that employments could never

be put into such dangerous hands as those of persons

so qualified
;
and at least, that the mistakes committed

by ignorance, in a virtuous disposition, would never be

of such fatal consequence to the public weal, as the

practices of a man whose inclinations led him to be

corrupt, and who had great abilities to manage, to

multiply, and defend his corruptions.""

EICHAEDS, 3T, GREAT QUEEN STREET.


